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ABSTRACT 

 hi^ fheSiS pv~rrrrnur French si:ateg,c p!znni;tg and tactical doctrine 

from 1920 to 1939 forelsing or, the problems associated with the defence of the 

northern frontier facing Belgium. In the northeast, France relied on the 

crcrupahn of German territory and then, in 1930, on the fortificatio:;~ of the 

Maginctt t ine to assure her defence. In the north, the French High Command 

intaldeb to advance into Befglurn to establish a defensive 'conti:.~ous front'. 

T * . ~  &rtls  - plan t v a ~  con&stt"nt with French strategic aims but contrasted in form 

and in tactical requirements with the static defence of the Maginot Line. 

Belgian cooperation was essential for the efficient creation of the defensive 

I ixw and the avoidance of the much feared encounter battle of n;ovement. 

iJcspitc an apparent willingness to cooperate througt- the Franco-belgian 

~Ailitary Accord of 1920, Belgium was a hesitant partner and I r a= ;  certainly not 

the 'ally' that France believed her to be. After a long diplomatic process of 

redefinition and wifhdrawal starting in 1930, Belgium terminated her 

military association with France and returned to neutrality in 1936. 

Nevertheless, in 1940 the French Army sat on the northern frontier ~ r a i  ting 

to enact a plan of advance that had seen little revision since 1930 despite the 

iass of Belgian - cooperation. 

Most ana l~ses  of French interwar strategic planning and army doctrine 

inwitably lead to the debacle of 1940 and a comparison with the victorious 

u-drrnriziki and its blitzkrieg. N o  sinelo 0- ~ 4 ~ n r L  v v V A -  adequately addresses the nature 

ui Franco-Belgian military cooperation and its importance to French strategic 

planning. A synthesis of secondary sources was done to fill this gap. 



Consequently, this thesis argexzi that French. strategic p i a t n i n s  ~ i ; l i i t d  to 

address the changing realities of Francct-Belgian r~latirms that fl;t\vCcl i h ~ w  

plans long before the Gewnan invasion. Moreover, the French Army n t > i  

appropriately trained for the plan" tactical requirements that, as il~igi ' ~ n  

cooperation evaporated, demanded ntobilitv and flosibili !I-. *I ' hc  

incompatibility of French tacticat docirine wi fh strategic pf m r t  irtg i..; p \ , i r k * n  t 

in the Insfruciicltr prmisoire szir i'emyfoi f ircf iqrr~ dcs ~ f ' t l l i t f r ' 5  U I I ~ . "  t ~ i  I92  1 

and the contemporary journal artides tftat predorrtirtantty st~ppr~rt cd t f ~  t 

cioctrine. By presenting chapters on French a I i5c~IgEt1rn's 

perspective concerning military coopera ticm rci th France, sntf i z r r  f'rt+iti!t 

Army doctrine pertaining to the Belgian manocutFer, tfti,a tjlzc&- .ti.crklb f h t *  

usual Fre~ch-German comparative structttrt3. Thc. French I ligh f m t ~ ~ ~ ~ t l i t r ~ ~ ~ t . I ' +  

tixi* 

t hi* 

conservatism and cnmmitmlent in the campaign of 19-10 to khtl ~nr.a!?tjil* t t t  

Great War were already foreshadott~~trt in its untvillingnrzss to aratr~i~r-i 

plans f o r  the advance into Belgium daring - the f 930s- 
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Introduction 

The defeat of France in the spring of 1940 has inspired numerous 

analyses f French interwar strategy and army doctrine. Two 

corrcl?rsions are usually drawn from these analyses: that the 

French ~ i g h  Conmand adopted archaic strategies and tactics and 

that these w e r e  particularly inadequate against the progressive 

methods of blitzkrieg developed by the German Army. Both of 

these assertions are valid and are safely vindicated by the 

events of 1940. France's defensive coficept of warfare, so 

obviously represented by the Maginot Line, seems terribly 

outmoded when juxtaposed to the often romanticised descriptions 

of GermanyCs panzer divisions. Despite the usefulness of this 

comparison, the battle for France was not decided on the 

fortifications of the Haginot Line but in a battle of movement 

in Belgium. Although the Franco-German comparison may expose 

the tactical cause of the French defeat, it fails to explain why 

the French Army was engaged in a mobile battle apparently in 

contradiction to its defensive doctrine of war. This work will 

analyse French military planning pertaining to Belgium in terms 

of its place within the parameters of France's strategic aims 

and army doctrine- The erosion of Franco-Belgian relatiom 

exposed weaknesses in French planning that were ignored by the 

High Command and consequently extended the limits of mobility 

and flexibility in French tactical doctrine. 

The region occupied by Belgium has suffered the consequences of 



its gentle topography and strategically important locatian 

between France, Germany, Holland, and the English Channel. 

Charles de Gauile sunaarised the campaigns decided in that small 

but easily traversable territory of Belgium and France's north- 

east : 

Through it, Roman Gaul saw the Barbarians hurl 
themselves upon her wealth. It was there that the 
Monarchy struggled to resist the pressure of the Holy 
Roman Empire, There, Louis XIV defended his power 
against the combined forces of Europe. The Revolution 
all but came to grief there. Napoleon succumbed there. 
In 1870, disaster and sname advanced along the same 
road. In this fatal passage-way we recently buried 
one-third of our young men. I 

For France, the vulnerability of her political centre, Paris, 

was of particular concern. Located only 200 kilometres from the 

north-eastern frontier, the exposed location of Paris was as 

clear to the French as it was to the German invaders of 1814, 

1815, 1870, 1914, and finally 1940, 

After the Great War, the French compensated for their vulnerable 

frontiers by adopting a thoroughly defensive strategy designed 

to prepare France for total war while keeping its destructive 

consequences from French soil. In the northeast the French 

assured their defence first through the occupation of the 

Rhineland and, when that was terminated in 1930, through the 

extensive fortifications of the Maginot Line. In the north, 

B e f g i . ; m f s  topography and her assoclatim with France through the 

'~harles de Gaulle, The A r m v  of the Future, (London: 
Hutchinson, 1940), p.12. 



1920 Franco-Belgian Military Accord offered the French an 

alternative to defensive works, 

France lacked a nmajor river barrier along her extensive northern 

frontier facing Belgium. As one French officer observed, ". . .la 
s e u l e  l i g n e  d'eau importante qui nous couvre d e  ce c6te est le 

Meuse; encore peat-el le 6tre tournge, comme en 1914, dans fa 

p t r i e  septentrionaie de son ccrurs en dehors de platre territofre 

nationale!"' In contrast to France, Belgiurr,'~ territory was 

crossed by several rivers such as the Scheldt, Dyle, Mewe, and 

the waters of the Albert Canal. But these slow moving rivers 

were only viable obstacles if manned by substantial armed forces 

which Belgium was unable to provide. France, however, was eager 

to defend Belgium's rivers and prepared plans to advance into 

her neighbourrs territory to complete the 'continuous front' 

anchored on the Maginot Line to the south, 

Although ~elgium had abandoned her failed neutrality during the 

Great War and aliqned herself with the French, her military 

value was negligible and her commitment to France dubious. The 

Franco-Belgian Military Accord of 192C had established few 

assurances from a Belgian Government torn by domestic tensions 

between pro-French Walloons and the Flemings, Limitz6 

cooperation led to withdrawal, am3 finally, in I ,  Belgium 

'~t . Col . Lanpon, "La defensive devant l a  m&canisation,  Revue 
mllitaire francaise 62 (act-~ec 1936) :p. 48 .  



r e t u r n e d  to a neutral policy, t h u s  ending the al ready limited 

~ranca-Sefgian military relationship. France  apparently faced 

a strategic dk1em.a- A s  one hlseorian has observed: 

The French could neither accept the prospect of 
remaining an their norkhern frontier while the map of 
Belgium was rolled up and the enemy approached Lille, 
nor obtain the z x i f i t e r y  planning and prior access they 
needed to avuid a ruinous encounter on unprepared 
ground. A great question hung over the northV3 

A l t h o u g h  t h e  French faced a diplomatic conundrum vis-a-vis 

Belgium, the A m y ' s  Nigh Comaand was resolute and c o n s i s t e n t  in 

its plans for the north in the event of war with Germany. In 

1926, the H i g h  Co~mand had decided that, within a defensive 

context, the French would advance into Belgium to establish a 

defensive line.' Even 14arshal Pgtain, the great proponent of 

the fcontinuous frontf, was convinced that the Belgian manoeuvre 

was the correct course of action,' In 1933, having observed the 

reluctance of Belgium to cooperate with France and to oryanisc 

her own defence, de G a t s l i e  sarcastically w r r a t c  "-..let us x.t 

wait for her to tire herself out protecting ~ s , ~ ~ " h u s ,  for the 

Army t h e r e  was no CquestiunR as to their intentions in the 

Qohn C. Cairns, "Planning for la yuerre des m a s s e s :  
~ o n s t r a i  nts and Contradictions in France B e f a r e  1940, M i l  itaw 
Plannins in the Twentieth Century, Editor Harry Borowski, 
(~ashington: Office of Air Force History, W A F ,  19361, p .48 ,  

%oger Bruge, Histoire de la l i g n e  N a a i n ~ t  /Val- X I :  Fai t e s  
sauter la l i m e  Maqinot, (Paris:  Payard, f973j, p.29 

'Vivian Rowe, The Great Wall of France: The Triuapb of t h e  
Madnot Line,  (London: Putnam, 1959), pp-68-61, 



north, but there were problems, 

In 1 5 4 0 ,  fozmander in C h i e f  Haur ice  Gannelin was conpelled to 

wait for permission to advance i n t o  Belgiun, just as de Gaulle 

had forewarned. As Brian Bond observed, NGamelin's dilemma of 

how to check a GELT;,arr attack well forward in Belgium without 

prior joint planning and in the knowledge that he would only be 

invited in aftex the attack had begun, was to constitute his 

most difficult prubferrr throughout the Phoney war. In fact, 

Gamefinis predicament was not unique to the Phoney War but had 

existed to varying degrees since 1930 when Befgiurn began her 

withdrawal fxxm military caaparation w i t h  France, Despite 

Belgium8s return ta neutrality in 1936, t h e  French Army 

maintained its plan ta advance into its neighbour in the event 

sf a German affensive, 

This thesis will show that the French High Command failed to 

react to the changing diglazatic realities of Franco-Belgian 

relations during the 1930s in its planning for an advance into 

Belgiun. The strategic aspect of the manoeuvre was flawed by 

the lack of Belgian coaperation and the conconitant absence of 

inter-staff communications Yma.', put at risk the. establishment of 

an effective defensive fine. These probless were fiat limited to 

the periad of war in 1939 and 1940 but existed throughoitt the 



1930s- The possibility of an encounter battle en route to the 

designated positions became an increasingly worrisome aspect of 

*LA L S ~ C  p ~ a i i  -1,- c LOT the French. Mobility was emphasized only for the 

strategic advance to contact stage and was not an integral part 

of French tactical doctrine and operational aims. The French 

Amy was ill suited to fighting mobile battles and to rapid 

redeplayxrtents, but those abilities would have been required if 

&he strategic advance failed. The defeat of the French Army in 

the mobile canipaign of 3.940 was a disastrous conclusion to ten 

years of strategic and operational planning that risked fighting 

an encounter battle in ~elgium- Such a risk was in opposition 

to the prepared defensive battle the French sought to fight, as 

represented by the Maginot Line- 

Chapter One will focus on the French concepts of war, their 

strategic planning in Europe, and how Belgium fit into those 

pPans, Much has been written about French interwar strategy but 

rarely is Belgiumfs inportance prominently featured. If 

discussed, the focus is typically limited to Belgium's return to 

neutrality and its effect on French planning in 1940. 

The complexity of Franco-Belgian relations throughout the 

interwar period has been largely neglected by francophile 

co~zentators on French si-,raf-,er;y who see Belgium as having 

betrayed Fxance, The m o s t  glaring example of +,his attitude is 

that of Afistair Horne in his book, To Lose a Battle. 

6 



Inaccurately believing that the Franco-Belgian Military Accord 

of 1920 was an alliance, Home describes Belgiurnfs decision to 

terminate the Accord and return to neutrality as being with 

v p .  . ,the optimism of the imprudent little pigs. l t g  Although there 

is some validity to the statement, it fails to address the fact 

that King Leopold If1 and the Belgian government had several 

'wolvesf to contend with - France, Germany, and the internal 
struggle between the Walloons and the Flemings. In his 

excellent examination of French Army doctrine and planning, The 

Seeds of Disaster; The Development of French Armv Doctrine, 

1414-1939, Robert Doughty also erroneously asserts that Belgium 

had tg.,.defected from her alliance with France."' An falliancef 

did not exist between France and Belgium, and yet historians 

repeatedly present the French perception while neglecting that 

of Belgium. Robert Young's In Command of France offers a more 

balanced analysis of Belgium's position despite the comment that 

Belgium was "...proving awkward ..." in regards to building 

defensive works according to French plans and deployments.'O 

Brian Bond and Judith Hughs, in France and Belqium, 1939-1940 

and To the Masinot Line respectively, focus considerable 

 listai air Horne, To Lose a Battle, (Boston: Little, Brown, 
l969), p-36, 

'@Robert Young. In Command of France: French Forelsn Policy and 
Militarv Planninq. 1933-1944, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1978), p.52. 



attention on Belgium in their analyses of French interwar 

planning- However, both books suffer from their parameters of 

analysis, Bond is prharily concerned with the campaign of 1 9 4 8  

and therefore offers only an overview of the causes of Belgium's 

intransigent position towards France. In contrast, Hughs very 

effectively examines French strategy, planning, and army 

doctrine throughout the interwar period but is also compelicd to 

summarise the Belgian position. Perhaps the best analysis of 

French planning pertaining to Belgium, although also limited to 

the years after 1936, is that written by a group of French and 

Belgian historians in 1968, Les relations Franco-Bclues de mass 

2936 au 10 mai 1940, With its contributions from both sides of 

the frontier, this book offers a balanced account of the 

military planning and diplomatic exchanges between the two 

nations, The appendices include numerous documents that proved 

invaluable to this thesis due to the dearth of available primary 

materials. 

The tendency of most analyses to ne~lect BelgiunJs position in, 

and perception of, French interwar planning inspired the 

dedication of Chapter Two to those issues- Waving established 

the importance of Belgian cooperation to French strategy, it 

follows that the nature of that cooperation, and the reasons for 

its decline, require examination, The Franco-Belgian Military 

Accord sf 1920 was the basis of cooperation, and contention, 

between those two nations until t h e  early 1930s. Jonathon 



HeZrnreichfs oft cited article, "The Negotiation of the Franco- 

Bef gian Military accord of 1920tt,  illustrates the 1 imited 

enthusiasm gelgium had for bilateral cooperation with France, 

even at that early stage in their relations. Of the few 

monographs available concerned with interwar Belgium, Jane 

Miller's Bef sian Foreisn Policy, 1919-1940 and David Keift s 

Belsiumfs Return to Neutrality proved most useful, Keift, and 

Roger Reyes in O~traaeous Fortune: The Tragedv of Leo~old I11 of 

BeIsium. 19fl-194Tr, offer apologist perspectives, emphasizing 

that the Accord w a s  not a binding 

insensitive to Belgiumfs domestic 

For these authors, Belgium was 

alliance and that France was 

and strategic circumstances. 

a victim of her geography, 

cultural division, and limited international power. The insight 

of General van Overstraeten, in his book A l b e r t  I - Leopold III; 

Vinq t  ans de  mf i t i s u e  m i l i t a i r e  B e l s e ,  l92O-l94Ot was 

invaluable as were the documents printed in the appendices. 

However, as King Leopoldfs military advisor, Overstraetenfs 

abservations are biased and, especially when pertaining to 

French interwar military effectiveness, written with the 

advantage of hindsight- 

Despite the biases existent in the accounts of Belgium's 

position, when combined with the sources on French strategic 

- 3  --- r -rrc C* t- y a a r ~ t r L t y  LWV c~ixA'i isi~ns can be drawn. Firstly,  the French 

* 
belief in Belgian ccqxxzti~:: was orlgznally exaqgerated, later 

erroneous, and was finally based on wishful thinking. Secondly, 



given the limits of Franco-Belgian cooperation and the continued 

insistence on the Belgian manoeuvre, the importance of tactical 

mobility became enhanced due to the growing likelihood of an 

encounter battle in Belgium. 

Chapter Three examines the tactical doctrine of the French Army 

in order to assess its capability to engage in a mobile 

operation and to react in the field to the growing uncertainties . 

of the planned advance into Belgium. Sources related to the 

French Army's doctrine are numerous, due primarily to its 

failure against Germany in 1949.  Of particular note are the 

works of Robert Doughty who wrote The Seeds of Disaster; The 

Development of French Armv Doctrine. 1919-1939 and numerous 

articles such as "French Antitank Doctrine, 1940; The Antidote 

that Failedw, "The Enigma of French Armored Doctrine 1940f f ,  and 

We Gaulle's Concept of a Mobile Professional Armyv. 

Primary sources concerning tactical doctrine and related 

contemporary commentary are numerous and available. The basis 

of all French Army doctrine and regulations was the Ins truc t ion  

provisoire sur I t e m p I o i  t a c t i s u e  des qrandes unites written in 

1921 (henceforth referred to as the Instructions). Compiled by 

a committee of thirteen officers headed by Marshal Petain, the 

Instructionsf influence was felt throughout the interwar period. 

Numerous articles reviewed in this study from the military 

journals of the French Army - Revue d f i n f a n t e r i e ,  Revue 



d 'artill erie, Revue de cavalerie , and the Revue mil itaire 

francaise - all demonstrated a conformity to the Instructions. 
If most officers adhered to the accepted doctrine, Colonel 

Charles de Gaulle did not, and presented his views in his book 

Vers l'arm6e de m6tier- His vision of a professional army was 

in direct opposition to the citizen force that France possessed. 

Political and military response was negative and in 1935 a 

directive declared that only the High Command was sanctioned to 

discuss army doctrine," 

Resistance to change is typical of armies founded on tradition 

and the experience of the past. For the French Army, the 

tenacious defence of its strategy and tactical doctrine was in 

contradiction to the diplomatic realities and their potential 

consequences on the expected battleground of Belgium. 

" ~ e n e r a l  A. Beaufre, "Liddell Hart and the French Army, 1919- 
1939, '"The Theory and Practice of War, Editor Michael Howard, (New 
York: Praeger, 19661, p-140, 



Chapter One= French Strategy and Planning 

The Great War had a pervasive influence on French precepts of 

=--- waL a r l u  -=a on French strategic planning after the Allied victory ir! 

1918. The national zmbilisation required to win that *total 

war1 sustained the belief that France would have to be prepared 

to fight such a war again. The loss of 1.4 million soldiers and 

the extensive destruction of French territory meant that the 

inviolability of France's frontiers was central to her p o s t - w a r  

strategic a i m s .  Indeed, w a r  on French soil w a s  not acceptable 

even if sound military theory and planning had to be 

compromised- French military strategy was thus primarily 

defensive, relying on the war-tested concepts of the methodical 

battle and couverture. Although French strategy rested 

consistently on defence, by 1930 there existed a duality of form 

differentiating the northeast from the north. In the north- 

east, the concrete and gun turrets of the ~aginot Line presented 

an apparently impregnable front to the Germans and reassured the 

French. In the north, the French Army intended to advance into 

Belgium to establish a defensive line leaving behind an 

unfortified frontier. The fortifications of the Maginot Line 

and the planned advance into Belgium seem inconsistent, but both 

were derived from the same strategy and precepts of w a r  that 

envisaged a prepared defensive battle, 

The insatiable appetite of the Great War for men and materiel 

had demonstrated the importance of national preparedness for 



total war in the future.' War would require the mobilisation of 

the nation's human resources and, due to its expected length, 

its economic and industrial strength as well, The quanti+xr -J and 

quality o; materiel would henceforth win warsS2 Accepting that 

fact, General Debeney noted that I * .  . -1 'arsenal d 'aujourd ' hui 

sr6tend sur le pays entier, il englobe ses mines, ses usines, 

ses fabriques de toute nature et une parcelle du sol national 

perdue est une brgche dans les munitions de gezerre, "3 

Total war required a comprehensive plan for France's war effort 

and this was found in the methodical battle that had both 

strategic and tactical  incarnation^.^ Strategically, the 

methodical battle called for an initial defense, allowing for 

the completion of inobilisation, followed at an indeterminate 

time, by an offensive that led to ultimate victory. Although 

kobert Doughty, The Seeds of Disaster: The Development of 
French Armv Doctrine, 1919-1939, (Hamden, Conn.: Archon Books, 
1988), p.15. Also see Judith Hughs, To the Masinot Line, 
[Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard university Press, 19771, pp.56-57. 

'~obert Young, "Preparations for Defeat; French War Doctrine, 
Journal of European Studies 2 (June,1972):p.158. 

'~eneral M. Debeney, "Nos fortifications du nord-est," Revue 
de deux mondes 23 [Sep 15, 1934):p-243, 

'~oughty, Seeds of Disaster, OD. c i t . ,  pp.9-10. The 
'methodical battle1 typically refers to the tactical employment of 
armies e~ploying defensive fire-power to blunt an enemy's attack 
followed by a counter-offensive. This tactical principle, as used 
in the  Great War, is mirrored in the strategic planning of the 
inter-war period. Robert Young calls this strategic process the 
t e t w o - s t a g e  w a r w .  Young, *@Preparations for Defeat, UP. eit . p. 158. 
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the offensive was still considered the decisive method of war, 

preliminary defense was bath a choice and a necess i ty  for the 

security of republican France. 

The republican notion of a nation in arms - originating from the 
revolutionary rlev6e en massef sf 1793 - had a profound 

influence on the parameters of action open to the military i n  

the period after the  Great wares Recognising the inevitability 

of total war, the  c i t i z e n r y  of France would be called upon t o  

defend the ~egubLic-~ Relying on the levee en masse meant by 

definition that a crisis was already at hand, and defense would 

be the only option.' Horeover, initiating offensive a c t i o n  was 

m i l i t a r i l y  impossible given the small size of the s tanding  army 

and the  progressively diminishing service time of the 

conscr ipts .  

After the  shattering defeat of 1870, t h e  Third Republic passed 

 or a comprehensive study of the French concept of a nation 
i n  arns refer to Challener, Richard f). , The French Thecrrv of a 
Mation in Arms, 1866-1939, (New York: Russell & Russell, 1965). 
Challener argues that republican France viewed military service as 
a maral obligation to t h e  nation, Indeed, it was only with a 
citizen army that  a nation could fight a morally just  war. 
Csnmxrently, prsfesskonal soldiers were seen as aggressive, 
reactionary. and potentially dangerous to the Republic - the 
goalanger and D r q f r r s  affairs fuelling t h a t  opinion -but necessary 
as a cadre for the  mass armies needed in modern was. 

g;fn 1935, Genera1 Debeney observed that  Og[L]a guerre woderne, 
-- la q~erre de ~aferie2, iapse  la na22im ex zrmes a " General Debeftey, 
=Les conditions de Za s&curit& nnt-ionale,  Revue hebdomadaire 2 3  
(FeB-Mar 1935)  :p. 395. 



and maintained legislation for army conscription. While that 

remained relatively secure, the length of service time was hotly 

debated and saw pr~gressive reduction during the 1920s- The 

Superior Councii cf war - an advisory council composed of the 

marshals and high ranking generals of France but chaired by the 

Minister of War or ihe President of the Republic - fought to 
sustain the size of the army which depended on the availability 

of recruits and the length of their service, combined with the 

size of the professional cadre. In face of political pressure 

and lacking any real power, the Superior Council had to accept 

a diminishing number of divisions, fewer recruits engaged in a 

shorter service time, and a reduced professional cadre. Hence, 

%he request for a forty-one division army was reduced to thirty- 

two in 1920, and then twenty divisions in 1926.' Conscription 

laws reduced t h e  duration of service from three years to two 

years in 1921, to eighteen months in 1923, and one year in 

1928.' In 1935 conscription time was increased to two years to 

compensate for the 50% reduction in the number of conscripts 

available for service, This period, from 1935 ta 1939, was 

knawn as the annges ereuses and stemmed from the absence of the 

unborn sons of the Great War's casuaities. Finally, the 

professional cadre was also reduced from 150 000 to i06 000 in 

the 1928 law, 

%aoghhty. Seeds of Disaster, op. cit. , p. 19. 

%tephen Ryan, PBtain the Soldier, (New York: A.S. Barnes, 
X969), pp.219-223, 



The standing army's small size limited its parameters of action 

both in peace and war. First, the army was responsible for the 

training of conscripts. The most capable soldiers, the 

professional cadre, "... n f a u r a i e n t  d f a u t r e  pr i%ccupa t ion  gue  

cel le  de 1 Second, in the event of war the 

standing army was responsible for preliminary frontier security 

and was to provide the cadres for the numerous new divisions 

mobilised from the citizen army of reservists. When reox-ganised 

after mobilisation, the French Armyfs active duty soldiers and 

professionals would have been spread very thinly indeed. In 

1939, thirty of the ninety-four divisions mobilised in the 

European theatre were considered 'activet formations with the 

remaining divisions being predominantly composed of 

reservists," With her reliance on a levee en masse and a 

belief in total war, France adopted the concept of corzverture to 

provide the initial defense of the methodical battle and to 

allow for her mobilisation. 

Cauverture was not an original concept, but was reinterpreted 

and made more rigid by the French after the Great War. Napoleon 

%ugene Carrias, La pznsge militaire francaise (Paris: 
Presses Universitaire de France, 1960), p.327. Ryan also makes 
reference to the army's peacetime role ". . . ds an instrument of 
instruction, a vast military sch~ol...~ Ryan, op. cit., p.223. 

"~ajor -General R. HI Barry, Wilitary Balance," Historv of 
the Second World War (Part 4, 1973) :p. 96. Approximately 50% of the 
acti'v'e divisionPs infantry regiments were drawn f r o m  the standing 
army. The remaining divisions, known as ' A 8  or 'Bf divisions, had 
a maximum of 2% of their rank and file drawn from the active-duty 
troops. Doughty, Seeds of Disaster, OD. cit., p.23.  



Bonzparte made extensive use of c o u v e r t u r e  in the form of 

cavalry screens and  demonstration^,'^ These were designed to 

canfuse and ca cup if the enemy while t5e 9ii:iperor concentrated his 

forces and surprised his bewildered foe, In addition to the 

limited security c o u v e r t u r e  offered, it also provided 

intelligence as to the movements of the enemy. In 1914 the 

French utilisedt frontier troops for a similar purpose, but 

increased their strength to eleven divisions to enhance their 

defensive value in order to ensure that mobilisation would not 

be affected by enemy moves.13 Both in 1805 and in 1914 

c o u v e r t u r e  was not intended to stop .the enemy but to slow his 

progress, confuse him, and, if necessary, trade ground for time. 

In the interwar period, France determined that ground was not 

a~ailable for trade and frontier defense would halt the enemy 

and protect French m~bilisation.'~ 

The secure mobilisation of France's industry also required a 

stalwart defence during the phase of c o u v e r t u r e .  For a nation 

"~uring the campaign of 1805, Napoleon used large formations 
of cavalry, commanded by Joachim Murat, to screen his army's 
strategic out-flanking manoeuvre- This culminated in the Austrian 
surrender at Ulm and then victory at the Battle of Austerlitz. 
Philip Haythornthwaite, Na~oleon's Military Machine, (Kent: 
Spellmount Ltd., 1988), p.114, 

"~oung, "Preparations for Defeatss, OD. cit., p-156. 

1 '-me. ''~n 1930, General Targe defined ccztreitiire as ~ ~ ~ ~ e x a b l e  
des Doyens n&cessa i res  e t  s u f f i s a n t s  pour assurex,  pendant un t emps  
limit&, l a  protection de nos f r o n t i e r e s  contre toutes l e s  
incursions de 1 'ennemi . *@ Gen, Targe, La s a r d e  dc nos  frantiSres; 
c o n s t i t u t i o n  et orsan i sa t i on  d e s  forces de  c o u v e r t u r e ,  (Paris: 
Charles-Lavauzelle, 1930), p.12, 



committed to the notion of total war, France's industrial 

strength and nat-~ral  resources were precariously close to the 

vulnerable frontiers of the ncstheast .  High percentages of the 

staples of war - iron ore, coal, oil, and related industrial 

complexes - were located in regions and cities such as Alsace, 

Longuyort, Valenciennes. Briey, and Lorraine." It was 

imperative that these resources w e r e  avaifabfe Esr t h e  

sustenance of the mobifised nation in arms who would be 

preparing for the final, phase of the methodical. b a t t l e ,  the 

offensive, Plrarshal Weygand was emphatic about the need to 

defend the frontier and used t h e  Great War to illustrate that a 

front inviolabf e could be created, '' The inviolability of the 

frontier was tbus of critical importance to the  entirety of 

French military strategy and aims. 

The requirement of couverture was further enhanced by the French 

fear of a Geman surprise attack, or the attaque brusgu&e as it 

"~oung, "Preparations for Defeatw, op. cit , p. 153. Also see 
Doughty, Seeds of Disaster, op, cit , ,  pp.41-43, 



became kno'pfn- Although t h e  German Army's capacity for 

offensive action w a s  neqf igibfe until 1937 ,Ix the French 

military propagated an aggressive version of Gezsanyds military 

strategy. In a 1936 article concerning amy mechanisation, tt. 

C o l .  E a n p n  stressed t h e  danger of an attague brusqu4ie from 

Germany, whose popufatiun w.-+classe Ia  guexxe comme un moyen 

normal p u r  atteindre ses f i n s  politiq~es*~~' O f  p r i n c i p a l  

concern was t h e  possibility that a surprise attack could 

penetrate the crzsgenses af couverture before France had mobilised 

her war resources. Lancon summarised the dire effects if 

cmzverhre failed irscf uding *. , , .tes voles ferrQes, 3es r o u t e s ,  

les I i g n e s  t&f 6 g r a p h i p e s  et telephoniques cou@es, 1 es 

garnisons surprises d a m  f e u r  c'asernements, en un m o t  non 

seuleiaent l a  concen t ra tkm,  mais l a  m ~ b i l i s a t i o n  ilapossibles. "" 
I i i le  t h i s  picture of doom was, by 1436, becoming more valid,  i n  

'kobsrt Young, RLfAf2ape  BmsquiSe and Its U s e  as Myth in 
Interwar France," Historical Reflections 8 ({I) 1981):pp.93-113. 
Young explores the 'attaque brusqueeZ as a deliberately developed 
myth the army fed to the public and government to defend military 
expenditures. Although the threat  of a German attack was 
exaggerated until the =id-1930s~ Germany's vulnerable geognphic 
Ioeation made short, 'blitzkriegr type wars necessary, Moreover, 
the  Nazi regimeffs political and economic programs made t h e  stresses 
of total w a r  unacceptable, thus imposing the parameters of l i m i t e d  
w a r  that  demanded surprise and speed. See Alan Mifward, The German 
Econoxw a% War, (landon: University of London, 1965)- 



t h e  carry 1928s France had little to fear  from her defeated and 

largely demil i tarised neiqhbour, 

French a i m s  and precepts of war remained consistent throughout 

the 1920s and 1930s despite the changes evident in their 

planning, In the imedliate aftermath of the Great War the 

French held the strategic trump card of the  Treaty of Versailles 

which provided France with numerous defense advantages. The 

demilitarisation of t h e  Rhineiand combined with the French right 

to occupy the  west bank of the Rhine, ensured that war would not 

be fought on French soil and made an attaque Brusquke against 

France virtuaffy ixqmssible- The reduction af the German Army 

to 180,000 men further assured French security. Within this 

context, the French formulated Plan P in 1321, which involved 

limited offensive strikes into ~errnany." Nevertheless, the 

advantages provided by t h e  Treaty had temporal l i m i t s  and the 

French recognised that they would need the help of allies if 

they were to counter successfully Germany in a future total war. 

France looked bath to her neighbouss and to the east i n  her 

search for allies after tire Great W a r ,  The perceived industrial 

and military might of Britain was considered vital to French 

security," but until 1936 the British remained uncommitted t o  

%ughs, an, tit-, g-57-  A l s o  see Robert Young, In Command of 
France: French Fsreiekrn Policy and Hilitarv Plannins, 1933-1944, 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 197&), p.22, 



continental  alliance^,^ Britain was concerned more with her 

post-war domestic, imperial, and economic circumstances than 

with the French desire to isolate Germany. Indeed, the British 

supported the stabilization of European relations which involved 

the reintegration of Germany both politically and economically. 

Thus, far from pursuing Germany for her Treaty of Versailles 

obligations, Britain was active in the Treatyts revision through 

arrangements such as the Dawes Plan and the Locarno agreements, 

discussed later in this chapter. 

Initially France enjoyed greater diplomatic success with the 

newly created nations of Poland and Czechoslovakia. 20 In 1921 

a treaty was initiated with Poland that included economic and 

military agreements, If Germany posed a threat, France and 

Paland agreed to give mutual support of a scale and quality 

deemed appropriate by the signatories at the time of the crisis. 

In I924 the Franco-Czechoslovak Treaty of Alliance and 

Friendship was signed that France hoped would extend to 

Gzechoslcwakia's Little Entente allies, Rumania and Yugoslavia. 

These treaties were in fact concluded in 1926 and 1927 

respectively. Unfortunately, territorial disputes and cultural 

differences divided France's eastern allies and made concerted 

m~ormg, In Command of France, op. cit., pc 124 .  In reaction to 
the G e m a n  remilitarization of the Rhineland, in March 1936, 
Britain formally committed herself to French defense. 

 or a comprehensive analysis see: Piotr S ,  Wandycz, T& 
Twilisht of French Eastern Alliances, 1926-1936, (Princeton, N.3.: 
Princeton University Press, 1988). 



action unlikely, In fact, while France sought to gain allies in 

the east in order to isolate Germany, these same allies, and 

even France, independentlv 1 engaged in diplomatic relations with 

Germany that undermined the intent of the Franco-eastern 

alliances ,s 

French failure to gain assurances from Britain, and the dubious 

value of her eastern alliances contrasted with the apparent 

success of Franco-Belgian relations. A defense agreement with 

Belgium was avidly pursued by France after the war due to that 

country's location on a strategically vulnerable portion of the 

French frontier. Belgium also sought to gain military 

assurances from her neighbours. Belgium approached both Britain 

and France, but the former refused to give Belgium any guarantee 

of support unless she was neutral. Neutrality had proven 

disastrous in 1914, and already in June of 1915 the Belgian 

government had decided to terminate hei- neutral status.26 

Hence, Belgium and France found themselves mutually rejected by 

Britain but both interested in the integrity of Belgian 

territory, On September 7, 1920, the Franco-Belgian Military 

Accord was signed after lengthy but mutually advantageous 

%Jane Miller, Belsian Foreiqn Policy Between Two Wars, 1919- 
1940, (New York: Octagon Books, 1964)' p.70. 



For France, the kccord with Belgium provided support for actions 

related to the stipulations of the Treaty of Versailles. This 

was most clearly manifested in the 1923 Franco-Belgian 

occupation of the Ruhr. Combined with the Rhineland, Belgium 

also provided a base for operations against Germany, safely 

originating from outside of France, Hence, Belgium was 

incorporated into Plan P and her forces put under joint command 

af the French Marshal Foch, The luxury of French offensive 

planning would, however, be short lived. The French reduced 

conscription service time to eighteen months in 1923 

significantly reducing the army's effective strength. 

Furthermore, the French were compelled to reorient their foreign 

policy in a manner that deemphasized the Treaty of Versailles 

which resulted in the loss of many of the strategic advantages 

that the treaty had provided. 

Financial crisis, diplomatic alienation over the continued Ruhr 

occupation, and the victory of the Cartel des Gauches in the 

1924 elections resulted in a more conciliatory and less 

independent French foreign policy, Requiring loans *om Anglo- 

American creditors as much as the assurance of continued 

n ~ e e  Jonathon Helmreich, '"he Neqotiation of the Franco- 
Belgian Hifitary Accord of 
(Spring 1 9 5 4 )  :pp, 360-378, 
analysis of the negotiations 

1920," ~ r e k h  Historical Studies 3 
This is an excellent account and 
of 1920, 



reparations payments from Germany, Premiers Raymond Poincarg and 

Edouard Herriot were forced to relinquish their virtually 

unilateral monitoring of the Treaty of Versailles in favour of 

international invol~ement.~~ This process began at the July- 

August London Conference of 1924 and led to the acceptance of 

the Experts Commission's report named the Dawes Plan. The Dawes 

Plan undermined the French dominated Reparations Commission and 

put into question the legal justification of the Ruhr 

occupation, If the Dawes Plan were to resolve the reparations 

question, there was no need for French troops in the Ruhr. In 

fact, the continued allied military presence in the Rhineland 

lacked justification given Article 431 of the Treaty of 

Versailles which provided for an early withdrawal if Germany 

fulfilled her Treaty obligations? These obligations seemed to 

have been achieved, or at least managed, by the Dawes Plan and 

the Locarno agreements signed the following year. 

In October, 1925 the Locarno agreements were signed, stemming 

from the League of Nation's Geneva Protocol, the Dawes Plan, and 

the conciliatory assurances made by the astute German Foreign 

2 8 ~ ~ h s I  OD. cit. , p. 152. Judith Hughs gives an excellent 
account of the diplomatic manoeuvres of the mid-1920~~ such as the 
London Conference, the Dawes Plan, and the Locarno agreements. The 
internationalisation of German reparations management and western 
security would ultimately lirnit the strategic options available to 
France. Hughs, ow- cit,, chapters 4 and 5, 



Minister, Gustav Stressmann. France, Britain, Germany, Belgium, 

and Italy all agreed to guarantee the borders dividing Germany 

from her two western neighbours, France and Belgium. Although 

Locarno would theoretically assure peace in the west, France's 

eastern allies were not included in the agreements. Britain had 

no intention of coming to the aid of Poland or the Little 

Entente, which was a position the French yielded to in order to 

ensure British interest in the west. In addition, France was 

compelled to withdraw her forces from the occupied west bank of 

the Rhine in advance of the 1935 date specified in the 

Versailles Treaty. With yet another revision of reparations 

payments - the 1929 Young Plan - Article 431 of the Versailles 
Treaty was enacted and the French agreed to withdraw from the 

Rhineland in July of 1930 .30 

Hence, under the guise of collective security, France had lost 

much of her foreign policy independence, had largely abandoned 

her eastern allies, and had again compromised her determination 

to uphold the Treaty of Versailles. France had, however, gained 

at least limited assurances from Britain - a departure from 
Whitehall's usual avoidance of Continental commitments. 

However, with the Rhineland lost and her eastern allies thus 

further separated, France had to reconsider her defense options. 

During the 1920s, planning the defense of France proper caused 

3%ughs, ow. cite, p.190. 



heated debate amongst the highest ranking leaders of the French 

military. While the advantages stemming from the Versailles 

Treaty allowed for offensive planning against Germany, the loss 

of these advantages combined with the diminishing size of the 

army made the preparation of French territorial defense 

imperative. How best to achieve that end revolved around 

conflicting concepts of defense, the nature of fortifications, 

and the depth required for an effective defensive strategy. The 

principal players in this debate were Marshals Philippe Pgtain, 

Ferdinand Foch, and Joseph Joffre supported by genera,ls such as 

Eugene Debeney, Marie Guilfaumat, and Edmond Buatq3' Due to h i s  

service in the Great War and his long tenure as vice-president 

of the Superior Council (1920-19311, Pgtain wielded considerable 

influence in those formative years of French planning and 

doctrine. 

From the discussions of the Superior Council of War and the 

Commission for the Defence of the Territory, created by the 

Council in 1922, two major concepts of defence emerged. Both 

options sought to gain time for, and protect, the mobilisation 

of France. Marshal Pgtain and General Buat proposed the 

creation of a static 'continuous frontf, employing field 

fortifications and defensive works reminiscent of the trenches 

3'~obert Doughty gives an excellent account of the defense 
debate of the 1920s- Doughty, Seeds of Disaster, OD. cit., pp.45- 
56. 
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of the Great war." Foch adamantly opposed static defense and 

encouraged offensive planning. 33 Chairman of the Commission 

Joffre, and his successor Guillaumat, agreed that France would 

be better served by a strategy that allowed for the offensive, 

Fortified areas would be the centres of resistance around which 

the attacks would flow.M General Debeney supported the idea of 

fortified regions but saw them as defensive bases and not as 

facilitators for the offense* It was Debeneyrs interpretation 

that would prevail, not only due to his influence, but also to 

the recognition that offensive planning was becoming untenable 

for the French Army. 

The reduced size and service time of the army combined with the 

military implications of the Dawes and Locarno agreements put to 

rest most of the support for offensive planning and encouraged 

defensive preparations, In 1925, the Frontier Defence 

Commission, created by War Minister Paul Painlev6, identified 

three areas that required fortifying: the Metz, Lauter, and 

Belfort regions. 35 Not surprisingly, all three areas were 

located in the north-east, on the common frontier with Germany. 

32f)oughty, Seeds of Disaster, OD. cit., ~ 4 8 .  Also see Hughs, 
OD, cit . , p, 199 and Jean Paul Pallud, aTThe Maginot Line, After the 
Battle (No. 60, 1988):p01, 

q u g h s ,  OD. cit., p.199 and p.48. 

%oughty, Seeds of Disaster, op. cit., p.48. Also see Hughs, 
OD. tit- , p. 199 and PaLlud, 00. cit. , p. 1, 



The ~atttre of the fortifications was the next issue to be 

debated, 

The French comaand recognised that fortifications were important 

to the success of cauvexture and made more economical use of  the 

Limited number of conscripts available, Analyses done in 1927 

in kbe Belfovt region concluded that Petainfs continuous front 

of field works required greater numbers of troops than larger - 
concrete fortres~es.~ In recognition of this, Pgtain re- 

evaluated his position and supported heavy fortifications. The 

Marshal did oppose, however, Guillaumatfs proposal of surface 

fortresses located near the frontier. Fortresses were 

vulnerable to artillery and air attack, and their forward 

position precluded the sound military principle of defense in 

depth. Pgtain suggested successive lines of defence resting on 

vast underground fortresses. The Superior Council accepted 

P6tainfs concept of fortifications, butthey maintained the need 

to defend the frontier so as to protect vital resources and 

industry from an at taque brusquGe. This was particularly 

important given the imminent withdrawal of French troops from 

the Rhineland and the concomitant loss of that buffer zone- 

After two years of planning and revisions, the Minister of War, 

Andre Maginot, requested and secured the initial sum of 2 900 

=iflion francs specified b.; the army for t h e  line of 

"~ield fortifications required one battalion every t w o  
kihmetres in contrast to the f ive  kilometres suggested in t h e  
planning parameters- Doughty, Seeds of Disaster, OD. tit., p.55. 



fortifications in the north-east that would be known as the 

~aginot ~ i n e , ~  

In form, the Maginot Line combined the fortified areas of Joffre 

and Guil laumat with elements of P6tainrs 'continuous front .38 

The Line consisted of complex underground fortresses manned by 

65 to 1000 men depending on the size of the fort. Each fortress 

was carefully placed to take full advantage of the surrounding 

terrain with only the combat blocks exposed to the outside. 

Command posts, quarters, and storage facilities were 

underground, linked Sy tunnels, Only the major fortresses had 

artillery turrets, while minor works were limited to machinegun 

turrets. Interspersed between the fortresses were hundreds of 

small concrete casemates designed for about thirty infantry and 

their heavy weapons. To ensure flank and rear security, and to 

protect gaps between the fortifications, special interval troops 

were also provided-39 When in 1935 most of the fortifications 

had been completed, 

fortresses, 36 minor 

the Maginot Line consisted of 22 major 

fortresses, 311 casemates, and 92 shelters 

-- 

s~allud, a ~ .  cit,, 

m~aflud gives an 

p-2, 

excellent description of the technical 
aspects and composition of the Maginot Line. Pallud, o w .  cit., 
pp.4-ro. 

ma list air Home identifies the fact that these interval troops 
were a considerable dra in  on the mobile elements available to the 
French Army moving into Belgium in 1940.  lista air Horne, To Lose 
a Battle, (Boston: Little, Brown, 1969), p.27- 



and observation posts .40 It was an impressive achievement. 

General Debeney expressed his approval when he wrote: "Nos 

fortifications de lrEst, bien moul&s au terrain, B la fois 

souples et solides, meritent donc c~nfiance.~" But it also 

left vast portions of France's eastern frontier unfortified, and 

most notably the historical route of invasion from the north, 

through Belgium. 

Topography was an important factor in the French decision to 

leave northern Luxembourg and ~elgium basically unfortified. To 

the immediate north of the Maginot Line, at Montmedy, lay the 

rough terrain of the Ardennes forest. This region was not 

considered as a viable invasion route, and if it was utilised by 

the Germans, Pgtain forecast their destruction as they issued 

piecemeal from the dense forests.42 During the 1930s this 

attitude remained consistent in the French High 

Whereas the rugged terrain precluded the need for fortifications 

before the Ardennes, the Franco-Belgian frontier region was 

apparently too open for permanent works. Already in 1926 the 

'%allud, op. eit., p . 3 ,  

41~ebeney, "Nos fortifications. . . , ti op. cit. , p. 254. 

42~&tain stated to the Superior Council that w [ S ] 5 1  sty 
engage, on le repincera B la sortie des forets, Donc ce secteur 
ntest pas dangereux. Quoted from Roger Bruge, Faites sauter la 
E i m e  Maginot, (Paris: Fayard, 1973) , p. 34. 
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Superior council had decided that, within the context of 

defence, the French Army would advance into Belgium to establish 

a line of resistance along selected river barriers.& Petah 

was also convinced that the north was a front of manoeuvre and 

that the continuous front would extend from north-eastern France 

through Belgium, hinging on the Ardennes. His reasons were 

numerous and inf~uential.~~ The flat terrain of the Low 

Countries made effective placement of fortifications d i f f i c u - i t ,  

especially when combined with the engineering difficulties 

sssociated with underground fortresses and gxound water, These 

difficulties, and the considerable length of the Franco-Belgian 

frontier, made fortifications prohibitively expensive. 46 

For the inhabitants of the north, engineering and financial 

difficulties did not satisfy their desire for tangible defenses. 

Even before the Xaginot Line had been started, between 1927 and 

1930, the Chambers of Commerce and the Chamre dfagriculturs du 

& ~ t  the December 17 meeting of the Superior Council, '*[tf]ne 
magorite sembfe se dessiner en faveur de lrentr6e des troupes 
frrtra&ses en Befgique dans le cas ou celle-ci serait B nouveau 
vioPQe par 1 fAllemagne.m Bruges, OD. cit., p-29, The rivers of 
Belgium were particularly important to French planning and 
converture. General Camon suggeseed that EIP]ozz r  daciliter sa 
mission, une am& de couverture srappuie g6n6salement h m e  
barrigre difficile a franchir par L 'ennemi, si possible, un grand 
fleuve bridB par des places fortes. General Camon, "Armge de 
couverture," Revue militaire francaise 17 (Oct-Dee 1925):p.5. 

 or a summation of P6tainEs views refer to Vivian Rowe, The 
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46Robert Frankinstein, Le prix du rgarmement francais, f 935- 
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nord voted resolutions that emphasized the need to defend the 

north," Aithough the  Superior Council resisted the notion and 

cosk of fortifying the north, the government was compelled to 

react to public concerns- W i t h  t h e  promise of additional 

funding from the Senate army conmission, t h e  Superior Council 

again considered northern fortf f ications in June, 1932 ."' The 

council voted against fixed works and believed that the  2 5 0  

million francs thae they had been offered uoufd be better used 

i n  Lank and znti-tank gun development, 2nd enhancing the 

defenses of the north-east." War Minister Dabadier ignored the 

vote of the Srrperior Council, however, and allotted almost 300 

million francs to northern fortifications, T h i s  sum was 

superficial compared to the  7000 million francs spent on the 

~t~uch shorter Maginot ~ine.~' The resultant fortifications built 

in 1934 were limited primarily to casemates in the regions of 

Valenciennes and Haubeuge, with field works covering much of the 

front ier  between Sedan and ~ i l l e , "  Despite their inadequacies, 

the fortifications calmed public anxieties and allowed the 

ailitary to continue their analysis of how to defend the north 

effectively. 

"Doughty, Seeds of Disaster, OD. c i t  , , p- 6 3 ,  

@The vote w a s  seven to six against frontier fortifications in 
fhe north, -- Rmzrjp_, - OD, p-31- "--- Blcm --- =ma I l r r r r l u h f . ~  YVU-311 .L-J , -I-U C a a k Z ~  ~f 

D i s a s t e r ,  op. tit., pp. 63-64, 



strategic considerations significantly influenced the shape of 

northern defence- The need to protect resources and industry 

for 'total warf was particufarly problematic. Located near the 

frontier, dense industrial regions, such as those of 

Valenciennes and Turcoing-Roubaix, would have been rendered 

battlefields i E  their defense was planned from with in  French 

territory. Clearly, this would not have been conducive to war 

production, 

Keeping war from French soil also influenced planning for the 

north, By the late 3920s the French recognised that the 

RfIinefand would be fast and relied on frontier defence to 

provide cuuverture. The difficulty of fortifying the north 

apparently preclude5 that option and encouraged the French Army 

to consider Belgium a s  her b a t t l e f i e l d ,  Thus, instead of 

isolating Belgium on the wrong side of substantial 

fortifications, France embraced t h e  military relationship 

established by the dated 1920 Accord, and defined her plans for 

the advance into Belgiu~, 

N j t h  the establishment of the Haginot Line  in t h e  north-east, 

the French command fonrmukated complimentary plans for the north 

that would, in effect, complete the continuous front8 in 

Belgium- Pfan C f 1930f, Plan f) (19331, Pfan Dbisj1935), and 

Pram E (1938) a l l  foresaw a rapid French advance to defensive 



positions along the: rivers and canals of Belgi~rn.~' The extent 

of the advance changed with each plan as the French command 

reacted to changing international circumstances- French plans 

to support Belgian fcmations along the latter's frontier with 

Germany were amended in 1920. In reaction to the evacuation of 

the Itbineland, Belgium opted for a more cautious relationship 

w i t h  France and demanded that French forces wait for an 

invitation before initiating their advance," Plan D envisaged 

the establish~ent. of a defensive fine that ran fsom Givet, on 

the French frontier, through Namur, along the Dyle River to 

~ n t w e r p . ~  Plan Dbls simply emphasized the need for efficiency 

and speed in the Belgian manoeuvre due to Germany's 1935 

declaration of large scale rearmament and me~hanisation.~ 

Partly in reaction to the German remilitarisation of the 

RIrineland in 1934 and the Belgian return to neutrality the same 

year, another defensive line in Belgium was considered, Plan E 

l i m i t e d  the advance into Belgium to a line fsom Conde to Ghent 

 or an overview of French planning in the north see Doughty, 
Seeds of Disaster, O D  cit., pp.65-67; Hughs, op. tit.,, pp.219-220. 
Plan D b k s  and Plan E are discussed in particular detail by Lt. Col. 
Henry  Dutailfiy, U s  probdBmes de Zparmee de terrre francaise (1935- 
29391, (Paris: Imprimnerie Nationale, 1980) , pp. 93-111- 

%oughtye Seeds of Disaster, cit.,p.65, The Belg ian 
p s i t i o n  regarding French planning w i l l  be examined in detail in 
Chapter 2. 



along the Escacrt River, terminating at Zeebrugge or ~ntwerp . 56 

Of the various options considered by the French command, Plan D 

represented the shortest defensive front and was the plan 

adopted by Commander-in-Chief Gamelin in November 1 9 3 9 . ~ ~  

Regardless of the depth of the French advance into Belgium, 

Ynree factors were consistent in French planning: the emphasis 

on defense as opposed to offense; the conviction that the 

Belgian manoeuvre was the best defense option; and the 

recognition that mobility would be required to achieve the 

plans. 

With i t s  intent to establish a defensive line in Belgium, the 

French Army organised mobile defense parks. These mobile 

formations consisted of engineering equipment, supplies, and 

amnition for the creation of substantial field fortifications, 

each sufficient for a division. The resultant fortifications 

would be established ts . . -en 15 jours ,  dans un s e c t e u r  de 5 8 7 

kilo,m&tres d e  front-.=capable de  r6sister a une a t t aque  appuyge 

au maximum par drr calibre 150. @t5g 

The capacity t o  construct field fortifications was vital t o  the 

French Army= Believing in the devastating effectiveness of 

%oughty, Seeds of Disaster, op. cit., p.66. Also see 
Dutizilly, OR. cit., pp-100-Ill 

"~oughty, Seeds af Disaster, OD. cit., p.66. 



defensive firepower, the French feared an encounter battle of 

movement that the Great War had shown to be so costly. An 

unflankable defensive line would force the Germans into a 

frontal assault that would be destroyed by the French 

m i t r a i l l e u s e s  and artillery. Ironically, the field 

fortifications planned for Belgium would not be dissimilar - and 
would likely be much weaker - to the works Petain had 

unsuccessfully suggested for the north-east and that Debeney 

later criticised- In his 1934 article, Debeney wrote that 

",. .les progrgs du material avaien t  en lev& B l a  f o r t i f i c a t i o n  d e  

campagne s a  puissance. m59 Indeed, the whole concept of the 

mobile defence parks was contrary to the rationale for the much 

praised fortifications of the Maginot Line.M' Nevertheless, 

given sufficient time, and the ability to concentrate their 

mobile army in the north thsnks to the Maginot Line defending 

the north-east, the French believed that an effective line of 

defense could be established. Neither the possibility that 

their hastily erected defenses might be confronted by a rapid 

aerial and mechanised assault, nor the threat of an encounter 

battle, dissuaded the French command from adhering to their 

plans , 

The advance into Belgium was consistent with the defensive aims 

of France. 'War would be kept from French soil and the 

%ebeney, "Nos fortifications ...," OD. cit., p.247. 

%ughs, OD. tit., p.215, 



c o u v e r t u r e  in Belgium would protect the industries and resources 

vital for conducting the methodical battle and total war. 

However, whereas c o u v e r t u r e  in the north-east was firmly 

established by the defenses of the Maginot Line, in the north it 

would be preceded by a potentially risky advance requiring 

considerable mobility, The contrast in form between the Belgian 

manoeuvre and the Maginot Line was problematic. Robert Young 

aptly observes that ".,.the almost instantly contrived legend of 

the Maginot Line served to impede the cause of mobility. So 

major an undertaking was this Line, so expensive, so well 

publicized, and ultimately so exaggerated, that fixed 

fortifications seemed to obviate the need for mobility, w61 

Mobility would be a negligible problem, however, if France were 

permitted to enter Belgium early enough to establish her 

defenses, For this permission, France relied on the cooperation 

of Belgium. 

In the formative decade of French defence planning after the 

Great War, France felt confident in the notion that Belgian 

defense aims were congruent with those or' France. Given the 

reasons outlined above, France was compelled to consider the 

defence of Belgium as part of her own defencee6* Paul Reynaud, 

6 t .  --ioung, In Command of France, UP. cit . , p. 62 
6Z~yan, Pgtain the Soldier, op. cit., p.263. 



the outspoken French parliamentarian of the interwar years, went 

so far as to state that B e f g i u m  was cc?nsidered a I*, . .border 
province of Francett in French planning. 63 The Franco-Belgian 

Military Accord of 1920 encouraged French confidence in Belgian 

cooperation, In his discussion concerning the Maginot Line, 

General Debeney disregarded the possibility that the Line could 

be out-flanked through Belgium. Debeney stressed that Belgium 

had renounced neutrality and had developed a considerable force 

of defence, but, more importantly, emphasized that France would 

come to the aid of her 'allyf, thus negating that channel of 

in~asion.~ Throughout the 1920s the French believed - or, at 
least, relied on the concept - that the Franco-Belgium Accord 

was, indeed, tantamount to an alliance.65 But, was the Accord 

an #alliancef from the Belgian perspective? The 1923 occupation 

of the Ruhr seemed to support that notion for the French. 

However, with the allied withdrawal from the Rhineland and the 

increasingly intense international scene of the 1930s, Belgium 

seriously reconsidered her relations with France and her status 

in Europe. France, however, had set in concrete, both 

figuratively and in fact, a defensive strategy that they were 

unwilling to amend to respond to the new realities of the decade 

%aul Reynaud, In the Thick of the Fiaht, (New York: Simon and 
Schuster, 1955), p.92, 

%ebeney, eeNos fortifications..,," on. cit., p.257-258. 

%&msburg believes that Pgtain ",..counted on Belgium as an 
ally,. ." during the defense debate of the 1920s. Gunsburg, 
cit,, p.13, 
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Chapter Two: Belgium and Military Cooperation with France 

Belgium assumed an important place in French military strategy 

throughout the interwar period stemming from its strategically 

vulnerable location between Germany and France. Despite 

Belgium's importance and vulnerability, her cooperation with the 

French was restrained in the 1920s and ultimately evaporated in 

the 1930s. The 1920 Franco-Belgian Military Accord was the 

vehicle for cooperation and was equated by the French to a 

treaty of alliance which would facilitate their plans for 

defense in the north. Even after its dissolution in 1936, the 

French continued to rely on the sentiment of collaboration that 

had encouraged Belgium to sign the 1920 Accord, Moreover, 

although military cooperation had ended, the French Army still 

believed that the advance into Belgium was a preferable 

defensive option to the defence of their own northern frontier. 

Like France, Belgium also sought assurances from her friends 

after neutrality had failed her in the Great War. Although 

Belgium wanted military support from Britain and France, the 

fact that only the latter chose to join in an accord meant that 

the Belgian government had to tread gently in regards to her 

foreign and military policies so as not to appear dominated by 

her large guarantor- Relations with France w e r e  particularly 

distrusted by the Flemish population who w e r e  at ~ d d s  w i t h  t h e  

pro-French Walloons in Belgium- As one historian has observed, 



the fundamental dilemma of the Belgian military and government 

was how to placate the Flemish populationfs desire for isolation 

while planning a defensive network that coordinated with 

friends.' Thus, it is imperative to examine the Belgian 

perspective on the I920 Accord and on their military relations 

with France* Through this endeavour, we will see that the 

French reliance on Belgian cooperation was misplaced. Belgium's 

efforts to redefine and then disentangle herself from her Accord 

with France were not sudden events but were ratner a long 

process, Nevertheless, from before the conclusion of the 

Versailles negotiations to the beginning of the Second World 

War, France remained optimistic regarding Belgian cooperation, 

and held onto her plans for the advance into Belgium. 

Selgium8s limited enthusiasm for close military relations with 

France was evident even during the negotiations of the 1920 

Accord, Belgian Foreign Minister Paul Hymans took the 

opportunity of the Accord negotiations - started in January 1920 
- to advance economic demands related to Luxembourg and her -ail 
system,2 until the Great War, Luxembourg8s closest economic 

partner had been Germany, who also coiltrolled the Duchyfs 

railway. With Germany's defeat, Belgi~m sought to establish an 

'sane Miiier, BeLsian Foreisn Foiicv Between Two wars, 1919- 
3940 (New York: Bookman Associates, 1951), p-235. C 

2~onathon Helmreich, "The Negotiation of the Franco-Belgian 
Military Accord of 1920," French Historical Studies 3 (Spring, 
1964):p.361-362. 



economic union with Luxembourg. French Premier Georges 

Glemenceau concurred with Beigiumfs economic intentions, but 

demanded that Luxe&ourgr s railways be ---*--I ,, ,,d - by France. 3 

This deadlock was broken with the replacement of Clemenceau by 

Alexandre Millerand and by French indebtedness for the support 

Belgium offered during the French occupation of Frankfort and 

Darmstadt in April, 1920.' In May, Millerand encouraged 

Luxembourg to engage in an economic union with Belgium, and the 

rail system was partitioned to the satisfaction of a Franco- 

Belgian commi~sion.~ Having resolved the economic matters, the 

negotiations towards a military accord finally proceeded. 

The French found it difficult to understand why Belgium had not 

shown more immediate enthusiasm for a military agreement. The 

French Commander in Chief of the allied armies, Ferdinand Foch, 

was frustrated by the months of economic  discussion^.^ For Foch 

the military dimension was paramount, as was upholding the 

stipulations of the Treaty of ~ersailles,~ The strategic 

advantages stemming from the Treaty - particularly the 

%elmreich, oo. cite, p.362. 

%iller asserts that, $#[b]y making the Belgo-Luxemburg Union 
possible, the French government had paid the price for a military 
alliance with Miller, OD. cit., p.181, 

Les relations militaires franco-belqes, 1936-1940, 
1968), p.18, 
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occupation of the Rhineland -combined with coordination and 

support from Belgium would ensure that a future war would be 

fought an German soif. The French believed that Belgian 

strategic aims were congruent with those of France and that 

Belgium would be relieved to be allied to her large neighbour. 

Belgium was, in fact, leery of French strategic planning, The 

French focus on offensive operations and on enforcing the 

Versailles Treaty were opposed to the more modest Belgian 

emphasis on territorial security. Belgium did not want to be 

part of French military adventures and wanted a free hand in 

formulating her policies towards Germany.8 Thus, far from being 

a binding political and military alliance, the Franco-Belgian 

Military Accord of September 7, 1920, was a secret technical 

accord between the general staffs of the two  nation^.^ The 

letters of ratification exchanged by the heads of state, 

Millerand and Belgian Premier Delacroix, emphasized that the 

accord would become operative only in circumstances deemed 

appropriate by each state.'' Foch was disappointed by the 

s~elmreich, op. cit., p.369. 

%avid Keift, Belsium's Return to Neutrality: An Essay in the 
Frustrations of Small Power Diplomacy, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
l9?Z), p.2. 

%elmreich, OD. cit., p.374  and Keift, OD. cit., p.2. 



vagueness of the ~ccord." 

The stipulations of the Accord were simple but were open to 

interpretation, I2 France and Belgium pledged to mobilise their 

forces in the event of a German mobilisation. Furthermore, the 

two nations agreed to coordinate the defence of their frontiers. 

Due to the fact that there was no time limit on the Accord, the 

plans for defence and the use of the mobilised forces were left 

undefined in anticipation of regular inter-staff discussions. 

The vagueness of the Accord allowed Belgium to believe that she 

had gained a guarantor for her security while retaining her 

independence by virtue of the letters exchanged by Millerand and 

Delacroix. France, however, chose to believe that she had 

gained an ally. 

Despite Foch' s misgivings, French officials were quick to 

interpret the Accord as a veritable alliance. Confident in 

Belgium's will to cooperate, the French "... croyaient, ou 

feignaient de croire que I 'accord militaire suffisait d creer 

I 'alliance e t  que, par consequent, celle-ci ex i s ta i t  

r~5ellernent,~'~ This attitude became increasingly entrenched as 

llsudith Hughs, To the Masinot Line, (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Karvard University Press, 19??), p.220. 

12,4n edited version of the Franco-Belgian Military A G C Q ~ ~  of 
1920 is presented in Gen. van Overstraeten, Albert I - Leowold I l I t  
v inst  - ans d e  politicme militaire Belqe, 1920-1940,  (Bruge: Desclee 
de Brouwer, 19461, pp.36-37. 

13~rance, op. tit . , pp. 17-18. 
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the French established more defensive plans in reaction to a 

weakened strategic: pasit ion,  General. G a m e l i i i  expressed h i s  

belief in Belgium as an 'allyf when he wrote: 

. . , une conven t ion  m i l i t a i r e  ( d e  1920) . . . l i a i t  nos 
destinges. Cette conven t ion  d g p a s s a i t  en f a i t  l e  cadre  
d'un s i m p l e  accord m i l i t a i r e  e t  a v a i t  une port& 
p o l i t i q u e  ggngra le ,  DGs l a  menace d t u n e  a g r e s s i o n ,  l a  
B e 1  gique  se r a n g e a i t  a nos cbt&s, l4 

Within the strategic framework of c o u v e r t u r e  - that included the 

Haginot Line and the various plans for advancing into Belgium - 
the French believed, through strategic necessity, that their 

Belgian 'allyf concurred with their intentions, 

It was politically impossible for the Belgian government to 

consider the 1920 Accord as an alliance, The political an2 

cultural division between the Flemish and Walloon populations 

precluded any formal and close relationship with France. The 

very signing of the Accord was dependant on its secrecy and 

limited political dimensions. General van Overstraeten, who was 

t h e  influential aide-de-camp of King Leopold 111, commented on 

the  need for secrecy: 

S i  cette conven t ion  entre m i l i t a i l - e s  a v a i t  &t i5  &crite 
s o u s  une forme propre a l a  p u b l i e r  comme o r g a n i s a n t  en 
commun I t o c c u p a t i o n  e t  l a  r g s i s t a n c e  f ranco-belge  en 
Rhenanie,  else n ' e u t  sans dou te  f amni s  r e c u i l l e  que d e s  
s u f f r a g e s  approbateurs:  S o i t  en r a i s o n  d e  sa  r g d a c t i ~ n  
peu heureuse ,  so i t  que ses promoteurs lui 
attributassent une part& depassant  _la pgriode 
d s a c c u p a t i o n ,  qu~i_Lsredouta~sent1~oppsitionpubli~e 
a cet arrangement de durt5e i n d e t e r m i n e e ,  son texte f u t  
t e n u  secret a v e c  une s o l l i c i t u d e  s a n s  exemple en 

"~uoted from France, ope cit., p.18. 



B e l g i q u e ,  IS 

Ironicalfy, keeping the Accord removed from public scru 

actually served to exacerbate public fears that Belgium 

attache3 herself more closely to France than was actually 

case, l6 

.tiny 

had 

the 

The division between the Walloons and the Flemish was highly 

influential in government decision making, Eager to defend and 

expand their cultural rights, most Flemish wrlrked towards reform 

through regular political channels. '' The Socialist and 

Catholic Parties served as their voice in politics through which 

they gained linguistic rights in the educational system, the 

military, and the courts." Given the Flemish effort to defend 

their cultural identity, it is understandable that relations 

with France were perceived as supporting the French speaking 

Walloons, and, hence, as undesirable. 

The Flemish, and undoubtedly many Walloons, had particalm 

concerns about Belgium8s military relationship with France. The 

fact  that the Accord was a bilateral arrangement with France 

alone was a disappointment. Belgium had sought British 

%verstraeten, op, cit . , p. 37, 



partic ipat ion i n  the kccord, Gut Britain would not commit 

herself to such an agreeaent unless Belgium zeturned to 

~ e u t r a i i t y -  Because that  was contrary to Belgian post-war 

policy, she was left with France as her sole guarantor, 

The French did l i t t l e  ta calm Belgian cancerns about t h e i r  

relations with France. Indeeu, French planning and rhetor ic  

seemed to infringe upon Belgian foreign and military p o l i c i e s ,  

In the negotiations for the Accord, Foch proposed a larger 

military commitment from Belgium that  was i n  proportion to that 

engaged by France." Foeh withdre'w' his recsmmendatisns when the 

Belgian Ambassador Baron Edmmd G a i L ' E i e r  d.THestroy suggested t o  

him that they would be perceived in Belgium as French meddling, 

In 1927, Marshal Pi5tain stated that Belgium was the "..,advance 

gaaard of Latin ci~if.ization.~~ By implication, Belgium was 

subordinated to role of a vanguard for France. French opinion 

was again voiced during the Belgian discussion on reducing the 

service time of their conscripts to six months, This 

tlebencey declared that he: saw little worth in a military accord 

with a nation who showed such limited commitment to their armed 

%QTCI I~@S effectiveness- Using the demise of the Accord as i.t 

threat was based on the belief that, like France, Belgium was 



,, v v ~ r  4- &e F a - ~  r a t 1  1 of a resurgent Gernany, Khiie partially true, the 

Belgians were aften as concerned about French pcwer, 

Certainly one of the most damaging and arrogant comments 

exacerbating Belgian concerns was made by Petain in 1930, 

Confronted by the need ts wait for an invitation from Belgium 

before the French armies could advance into their neighbour, 

PQtain stated PIQ %he Belgian Anbsssador thzt Francs might enter 

Belgium against her will ,'"hree years later P e t a i n  repeated 

h i s  declaration, intimating that France n i g h t  even f i g h t  Belgium 

to gain passage." In 1932, General Debeney made the same 

comment concerning a unilateral French decision to advance into 

Belgium in the event of G e r m a n  aggression," These statements 

erlear3ly indicate the importance t h a t  the French High Command 

placed on the advance into Belgium and its role in the defence 

of France. Unfortunately, Belgium saw a France t h a t  was 

potentially aggressive and that viewed her neighbour as much as 

a battlefield as a junior partner in the military accord. 

Belgian concerns about French influence in their defense policy 

paled In comparison to the fear af being dragged into a war in 

-%Ipr;e i f t ,  me cit., p-12 and Brian Bond, France and Belsium, 
1!33!3-.l94l.l, (London: Davis-Poynter, 1 9 ? 5 f ,  8 . 2 3 ,  

%stephen Ryan, Petain the Soldier, (New YorZr.: A S S ,  Bl.rnes,  
1969), pp.277-278. 



s u p  of Praneess eastern allies or a war precipitated by 

- -- France. herself ,ZZ n ~ l r i n g  the 1920s France had concluded 

various treaties and accords with Poland, Czechoslovakia, and 

the Little Entente. Concerted military action against Germany 

and mutual defense had been considered and partially prepared. 

This Franco-eastern cooperation assumed a place for Belgium and 

prompted French President Poincarg to air his belief, in 1930, 

that Belgium should assist France in supporting Poland in the 

event of war.26 For Belgium this was considered outside of the 

responsabilities outlined in the Accord and even further away 

from her national security concerns. 

French and Belgian perceptions of the Accord were obviously 

divergent, If the Accord was designed to respond to German 

aggression, what defined that aggression? Although Belgium was 

required to mobilise if Germany mobilised, what if German 

aggression was directed against Poland or Czechoslovakia? 

Despite the provision for individual determination in enacting 

the Accord, association with an aggressive France would 

undoubtedly draw B e l g i m  into war. Thus, at the most ba. ic 

level, the military accord with France was perceived by many in 

Belgium - and particularly the Flemish - as counter-productive 
+o Belgian security and, indeed, as potentially disastrous. 

%Bond, OD, cit., g.23 and Nughs, UP. cit,, p.221. 

%eift, OP. tit-, p.12. 



While trying to assure their country's security through 

cooperation with France, the Belgian government had to mollify 

the electorate by emphasizing the defensive nature of the 

~ c c o r d . ~  This juggling act between foreign and domestic 

policies was made more difficult by the secrecy that shrouded 

the Accord and the absence of British support. Both of these 

difficulties were partially relieved by the Locarno agreements 

Belgium enthusiastically embraced the collective security 

stemming from the Locarno discussions. The Rhenish Pact, 

guaranteeing the common frontiers of Germany, France, and 

Belgium, significantly included British and Italian assurances. 

The involvement of Britain in Continental military affairs 

fulfilled a central aim of the foreign policies of both Belgium 

and France. For France, the price of British involvement was to 

compromise her position in regard to the Versailles Treaty and 

her eastern allies, By contrast, Belgium found in Locarno an 

avenue for greater liberty from her tenuous relationship with 

France - 

Belgium interpreted Locarno as a more binding and significant 

arrangement than the 1920 Accord. In his 1925 article, the 

former Belgian Foreign Minister Henri Jasper repeatedly referred 

to Locarno as a "treatyc in contrast to his single mention of 



the Accord became a technical subscript 'organising' the French 

guarantee within the broader context of the Locarno 

 agreement^.^^ By giving primacy to Locarno over the Accord, 

Belgium sought to escape some of the difficulties associated 

with her close relations with France. Ironically, this re- 

evaluation of Franco-Belgian relations focused more attention on 

the now weakened and apparently redundant Accord. 

It was difficult to reconcile having a separate military accord 

with France when the Locarno agreements established a collective 

guarantee of Belgian security. This reality was questioned by 

Fleming politicians and drew greater attention as French 

commentary grew increasingly arrogant and their military status 

more dubious. The aforementioned statements of Pgtain, 

Debeney, and Poincarg all illustrated the self-serving nature of 

French attitudes towards the Accord and Belgium. The French 

boldness in the north contrast.ed with a weakened strategic 

position in the north-east due to the premature withdrawal of 

troops from the Rhineland in 1930. Loss of the Rhineland meant 

the loss of a protective rglacisg for ~elgium-~~ King Albert 

%enri Jasper, "Locarno e t  la ~ e f q i q u e , "  Revue B e l s e  11 
(November 1925):pc158 
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expressed his concern about the withdrawal and questioned the 

value of the Franco-Belgian Accord with the forfeiture of the 

advanced positions in the ~hineland." Much had changed since 

the conclusion of the Great War and the signing of the Accord. 

The confident and victorious French were weakening under 

diplomatic pressure and their increasingly defensive plans did 

little to bolster Belgizn confidence. 

The creation of the Xaginot Line by the French in the early 

1930s spurred a number of concerns in Belgium. The length of 

the Mzginot Line, ending short of the Franco-Belgian frontier, 

made it appear that France was encouraging Germany to plan any 

offensive operations for passage through the Low Countries. 

Despite French plans to advance to the aid of Belgium in Plan C 

and its incarnations, it was clear that France intended to avoid 

war on her soil while making Belgium a battlefield.33 Still 

recognising the need for French support, the Belgians considered 

several defense options that they hoped would avoid a repetition 

sf the Great War and the French vision of a defensive battle in 

Belgium. 

%he Hagin& Line xzs intended to defend the north-ezst while 
channelling German efforts to the north where they would be met by 
the bulk sf the French mobile army- A residual advantage of a 
German incursion through Belgium was the French belief that Britain 
would more assuredly enter the conflict. Vivian R a w e ,  The Great 
Wall of France: The Triumph of the Maqinot Line, (London: Putnam, 
1959), p-53, 



The Belgian General Staff considered both frontier defense and 

defence in depth. General Maglinse - Chief of Staff from 1919 

to 1926 - proposed frontier defence in coordination with French 
northeastern defences, thereby creating a continuous front? 

Financially, the heavy fortifications required for the scheme 

were we1 1 beyond the means of Belgium if they were to be similar 

to those of the Maginot ~ine.~' Politically, border defence was 

perceived by the Flemish as an undesirable coordination with 

France inspired by the self-serving Walloons who inhabited the 

frontier provinces," Militarily, the relatively weak frontier 

defences would have been easily penetrated and too distant for 

the advancing French forces to support." 

Defence in depth was supported by General Galet, who had been 

King Albert's aide-de-camp and became Chief of Staff in 1929.38 

G a l e t  believed that defending successive lines of resistance 

along Belgium's rivers, supported by fortresses such as Antwerp 

and Liege, made more effective qse of the small Belgian Army. 

Although dubious about French support, a withdrawal would also 

more likely result in the French achieving a defensive position 

%~eift, OD. cit., p.41. 

%verstraeten, e ~ ,  cif-,,, pp.51-52. 
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alongside the Belgian forces.39 Unfortunately, Galetts plans 

would have meant the loss of the Walloon provinces and 

Luxembourg; those that frontier defence sought to protect. 

Inevitably, defence in depth met with political opposition from 

the Walloons. The opposing strategic options, with their 

cultural biases, resulted in political paralysis and little 

military preparation, 

How to ensure that Belgium would not be over-run in a Franco- 

German war was a problem that inspired a third option 

originating primarily from Flemish sources. In recognition of 

the Maginot Line's defensive power, it was suggested that France 

should extend her fortifications to the ~hannel.~' With such a 

barrier awaiting them in France, it was hoped that Germany would 

see little advantage in charging through Belgium, Furthermore, 

FranceCs unwillingness to plan offensive moves before their 

~aginot Line in the northeast implied that they would also 

remain on their side of any fortifications in the north. French 

movement into Belgium as a result of German agression in the 

east was a concern especially amongst the Flemish, During the 

1932 French debate on fortifying the North, the Belgian 

ambassador to Paris was instructed to assure French officials 

that Belgium would not be offended by French fortifications on 

iller, OD, cit,, p-234 and Hughs, op. cit., p.223, Also see 
France, OD. eit., p.37 and Keyes, on. cite, p.57-58, 



their common frontier,41 In 1933 the Belgian Minister of 

Defence, Albert DevSze, stated that "[I11 est bon que 

1'agresseur sache qtre, vint-il B bout de forcer un premier 

obstacle, il se retrouverait devant  un second barrage.w42 

Regardless of Belgian suggestions, the French General Staff had 

staunchly opposed the creation of substantial works and held 

onto their plans for advancing into Belgium. Since their own 

strategic planning was ill defined and France was their primary 

guarantor both through Locarno and the Accord, Belgium had 

little choice but to accept, in principle, the French manoeuvre 

into their territory. 

Despite the apparent Belgian enthusiasm for France fortifying 

her northern frontier, there was still a strong voice that 

wanted French military support. D e v B z e  viewed French 

fortifications as only a deterrent and supported the Maglinse 

school of Belgian frontier defence dependant on French aid. 43 

men, in 1934, Pgtain suggested that the French advance might 

only extend as far as the Fileuse, "M, Dev2ze a protest6 contre 

cette affirmation p i  d&ml.issait sa the5clrie de la defense 

'keift. oo. cit. ,  p.44 and Buchet, op. cit . ,  p. 30. 



Given the well known French belief in defence, the methodical 

battle, and the levee en masse, Belgian confidence in prompt 

French military support was limited, Keift asserts that the 

Belgians w...were dubious ... about the value of assistance from 
the French Army which was, in their opinion, insufficiently 

trained, insufficiently mobile, and wedded to a mistaken concept 

of war. w45 General van Overstraeten concisely described the 

French Army as *@. . . une armge de milices peu instrrrites, pea 

coMrente e t  peu mobile.w46 Prime Minister Paul van Zeeland 

stated in 1936, just prior to Belgiumls return to neutrality, 

that even with the most minute preparations, the intervention of 

France - and Britain - would come too late to save ~elgiurn.~~ 
The statements of van Zeeland and Overstraeten were born out of 

their preference for an independent policy and were, thus, 

biased against France. These views directly influenced 

Belgium's decision for neutrality in 1936. 

Wltrat had been primarily a domestic problem over defining the 

nature of Belgiumfs military relations with France during the 

1928s turned into an official diplomatic process of redefinition 

and withdrawal in the 1930s. Concern over the 1930 Rhineland 

evxxzation combined uith the established belief in the primacy 

of Lacarno aver the Accord prompted action in 1931. Foreign 



Minister Paul Hymans made the following declaration to the 

French Ambassador on February 20: 

. . . 1 'arrangement entre les Etats-Majors du 7 septembre 
1920 n'a jamais eu et ne saurait avoir d'autre objet 
de prhparer et d'assurer practiquement les conditions 
techniques de mise en oeuvre, pour l'exercise eventuel 
dfune coopkation militaire entre la Belgique et la 
France dans le cas d'une agression non provoquge de 
1 'A1 1 emagne . 
LRohligation de cette coopgration militaire.. .est 
aujourd 'hui determinee de la facon la plus prgcise par 
les dispositions du Traite de garantie conclu a Locarno 
le 16 octobre 1925.~~ 

The Belgian intention of redefining the Accord as a technical 

document within the Locarno 'treaty' was clear in Hyman's 

statement, In March 1931 Hymans stated to the Belgian Chamber 

that jL] 'accord franco-belge n 'est pas un trai te . I1 n 'engage 
le pays.w49 Despite such clear messages, the French opposed or 

ignored Belgian efforts, or simply interpreted their statements 

in a manner favourable Lo France. In response to Hymanst 

February communique, the French Ambassador wrote that his 

government believed the Belgian perspective It.. .n'implique aucun 

changement dans les rapports GtaQlis entre nos deux pays et est, 

en c=ons&pence, d 'accord avec 2 e gouvernement be1 ge . The 

French had agreed with Belgian's position but interpreted it in 

such a way as to ignore any change. Such diplomatic rhetoric 

was -representative of a condescending French attitude which 

viewed Belgian queries and complaints as a necessary 

%ranee, OR, cit., Annex 11, p . 4 6 .  



governmental response to Flemish disgr~ntlement.~' 

Belgian efforts to affirm Locarno as the principal vehicle of 

Franco-~elgian military cooperation included one change 

vigorously opposed by the French. Belgium believed that the 

Locarno treaty did not compel her to mobilise her armed forces 

in response to German mobilisation. This was one of the few 

binding stipulations of the Accord and one the French sought to 

maintain, asserting that Belgium was still obligated to 

mobilise. Furthermore, The French argued that Belgium, 

according to Article 16 of the League of Nations Covenant, had 

to allow France passage rights if her eastern allies were 

attacked by Gerrnan~.~~ This attitude was reaffirmed by the 

aforementioned statement by Pgtain of 1933 that declared the 

French intention to move into Belgium whether she approved or 

not. Although Petainfs comments were impetuous and improbable, 

they represented an attitude in France which Belgium feared. 

In March 1933, Hymans reaffirmed Belgium's interpretation of 

Locarno and emphasized that France would require an invitation 

from Belgium before advancing into her territory.53  his 

invitation would be solely based on a Belgian interpretation of 

events precipitating the potential need for French intervention, 

52~eift, op. cit,, p.16. 

53~eift, op. cit,, p.17. 



France agreed to Belgium's position, but again found a 

justification for unilateral action based on the Versailles 

Treaty in the case of a German violation of the demilitarised 

3hinelande3 The French had again found a means to facilitate 

their plans and, thus, perpetuated the frustrations felt by 

Belgium. Further efforts to define military relations were 

avoided by France and were left unresolved until the events of 

1935 and 1936 drove Belgium to neutrality. 

In early 1935, Adolf Hitler made the first in a series of bald 

moves that directly affected the security of Europe. Confident 

that Britain and France would take no tangible action against 

Germany, Hitler declared the official creation of the Luftwaffe 

and the start of universal conscription in direct violation of 

the military clauses of the Treaty of Versailles. With the 

exception of speeches of protest at the League of Nations, 

France and Britain did nothing. Similar inaction reigned when 

Benito Mussolini~s Italy invaded Abyssinia. Here, protest 

served only to align Italy with Germany. 

Belgium observed the interplay among the great powers of Europe 

and recognised the increasingly uncertain value of Lo, -arno s 

collective security. Britain had shown little interest in 

apposing Hitler and, in fact, concluded a bilateral naval 

agreement with Germany in contravention of the Versailles Treaty 



i n  June, 1935." France had shown no more vigour in halting 

Hitler's ambitions. Consistent with France's policy of 

isolating Germany through alliances, the French concluded a 

treaty with the Soviet Union in May, 1935." Far from adding to 

her sense of security, the Franco-Soviet treaty increased 

E3elgiurnfs anxiety about being dragged into a war for France and 

her allies ," 

The reoccupation of the Rhineland by the German Army on March 7, 

1936 played a crucial role in Belgiumfs return to neutrality.'' 

Hitlerfs flagrant violation of bath the Treaty of Versaillles and 

the Locarns pact should have brought immediate action from the 

other signatories. Unfortunately, the will to oppose Hitler had 

not matched the dictatorfs bold ambition. The risk of war 

prompted Britain to oppose concerted action with France. French 

premier Sarraut and his Foreign Minister Flandin sought at least 

a police action against Germany but were refused British 

support. Protests and defensive inter-staff discussions were 

the only responses of Britain and France to HitZexgs blatant 

dismantling of Versailles and Locarno, 

 or the Rhineland crisis and the Belgian reaction see Keyes ,  
op. cit., pp.51-55; Reift, op. cite, pp-57-84; Miller, on. cit., 
pp.221-226; and Prance, OD. cit,, pp-23-29. 



POP several months the Rtrineland crisis encouraged claser and 

Bore detailed mi l i tary  cooperation between France and Belgium 

than had existed ever before- On Karch 19, France, Belgium, and 

Britain signed a pact that called for in te r - s ta f f  preparations 

in case of war on the Continent. With Britain involved, an 

avenue was agerred t h a t  bypassed some of Bel.giumfs domestic 

concerns about military relations with  France alone and that 

justified Francs-Belgian cooperation within the context of the 

crisis." The ~ e l g h n  chief of Staff, General Van den Bergen, 

set with Commander in Chief E e o x g e s  Gamelin on May 15 and 

established preliminary plans as to the disposition of French @ forces i n  Belgium. Having placed such i ~ p o r t a n c e  on Belgian 

cooperation within their defensive strategy, the Franco-Belgian 

staff talks must have reassured the ~rench." 

Although the crisis encouraged cooperat ive  defensive 

preparations, French strategy and political will were shown to 

be manifestly weak. 'When, an "plfarch 9, Sarraut suggested a 

limited military response to the Geman Rhineland violation, the 

Rench staff warned that such an action would precipitate a full 

scale war." Given their reliance on the lev& en masse and 

!%&- - France, 08. i t -  pp-28-29. Minutes of the meeting are 
presented in Annex VH, pp-52-58- 



total war, the French found the3sefves unable and unwilling to 

fight a limited action, especially in from of their Maginot 

Line carrvesture, 

For Belgium, and a l l  of Francef s eastern allies, inaction during 

t h e  =ineland crisis i f letstrated the unzereain value of 

collective security and assurances from France. Although 

BeXgiun did not want to be in ter twined  i n  a w a r  Ear central 

Europe or, indeed, for the Rhineland, French and British 

acquiescence to Germany's illegal advance to Belgium's doorstep 

was  unaccepCable. Horeover, it was i r o n i c  t h a t  France had used 

%Re potential of a Geman advance into the Rhineland as a 

legalistic means to ensure French passage through Belgium, but 

when that advance: becane a reality she did nsthing. Thus, 

previous Belgian fears of an aggressive France gave way to 

concerns about the timidity of her guarantor,  

Concurrent with the extraordinary events transpiring in Europe, 

Belgian domestic politics became more unstable due to the 

results  of the Bay 1936 election. Radical parties - including 
those oB FZemnish nationalists and the Communists - captured 

twenty-five percent of the popular vote while t h e  prominent 

Catholic, L i b e r a l ,  and Socialist parties a l l  lost seats i n  t h e  

(TAiamber af ~eputies," Although t h e  traditional parties still 

won a coalition majority, the Belgian political environment was 



tense and w a s  influenced by the radical periphery. 

reflected 

influence in the ~harnber.~ With collect 

Belgium's new foreign policy the greater Flemish 

ive security buckling 

under the pressure of German dynamism and British appeasement, 

BePgiumr's role as a guarantor was clearly contrary to her means 

and security concerns. Engaging in a Franco-German war without 

British assurances was out of the question, Keift aptly 

observes : 

Po1itica.l extremism was threatening Belgium with chaos. 
The government had to find the j u s t e  m i l i e u  - a 
programme which wouid hasten the return of political 
stability without jeopardizing national unity. Belgian 
fareign policy thus couid not favour one side or the 
athex in Europe's political and ideological 
struggles- QS 

Fareign Minister Paul-Helnrl-i Spaak responded to the domestic and 

international realities and declared, in July, that he sought a 

foreign policy that w a s  'wholly I3elgianf.* 

SpaakEs declaration initiated a series of diplomatic moves 

designed to extricate Belgium from any coifective military 

i t ~ e n t s -  Britain approved of Belgium's new found policy 

that  mirrored some of Whitehall's hesitancy towards entanglement 

in Continental affairs, France, however, interpreted Belgium's 

*he p l i t i c a l  dyna ics influencing the new Belgian foreign 
p l i c y  are superbly ?resented in K e i f t , ,  m. zit., pp.102-121. 



independence as tantamount to granting the German Army free 

passage through Belgi~rn.~' In addition to the vulnerability of 

an unaligned Belgium, the French protested that the new policy 

was incompatible with Article 16 of the League Covenant. 

Although it was doubtfgl that France would charge to the rescue 

of her eastern allies, advancing into Belgium was stiil a 

fundamental part of her defensive strategy. France was thus 

unwilling to release Belgium from her previously signed 

commitments through negotiation. With Flemish extremists 

growing impatient, the van Zeeland government recognised that 

unilateral action was the only route open to Belgium- 

Van Zeeland found a timely ally in King Leopold 1x1. The 

Belgian monarch was active in the political arena and wielded 

considerable potential power." A s  President of the Council of 

Ministers and as Commander in Chief of the armed forces, Leopold 

was privy to and could influence government legislation. His 

views on military matters were inspired by his advisor General 

Galet and his aide-de-camp Colonel van Overstraeten and 

predictably favoured an independent course. Amenable to van 

Zeel_andEs palicies, Leopold offered to address the Cabinet in an 

fie Belgian monarchOs poover was constitutionafly limited only 
5y the requirenest that his legislation be countersigned by one 
govern~ent minister, Leopold taok an active role in resolving 
p l i t i c a l  crises such as in 1935 when he called on the outsider, 
van Zeeland, to farm a government during an economic calamity. 
This was repeated in the divisive May 1936 election- See Keift, 
8 p r -  dt., pp.132-133 and Keyes, ope cit., p.32 and p.62. 



effort to clarify the foreign policy and defense debate, 

Leopoldfs speech of October 14, 1936 was a clear summation of 

Belgium's quandary- Emphasizing that war had to be kept away 

from Belgian soif, Leopold made the following observations: 

Our geographical position requires us to maintain an 
army large enough to dissuade any of our neighbours 
from making use of our territory to attack another 
state- . , 
An alliance, even if purely defensive, does not lead 
ta the cpak;  far, no matter how prompt the help of an 
ally would be, it would not come until after the 
invader's attack, which will be overwhelming.@ 

Leopoldfs speech was an unambiguous appeal for an independent 

Belgian defence policy and carried the weight of an official 

government declaration, 

Although the King had not used the term 'neutralityf in his 

address, Belgian independence from coLlective security 

eomitments had been declared, A flurry of diplomatic exchanges 

ensued, but the  French were compelled to accept Belgiumfs new 

foreign policy, In Movember 193&, French Premier, Leon B l u m  of 

the Popular Front, pledged that France would not enter Belgium 

without her consent regardless of Article 16 or any other 

previous agreemer~t tE3t might have warranted such a rnov~.~ 

After the October speech, official inter-staff discussi~ns 

r F i i ~  full translation of Leopold5s speech is presented in 
Miller, tap. ci%-, pp-226-230. 



between Belgium and France were halted. The military staffs of 

both France and Belgium were concerned about this rupture. 

Belgian Chief of Staff General Van den Bergen warned of t h e  

dangers of a Geman atiaque b-rllsqu&e and asked, ". . .ne serait-il 
pas bon de faire appel aux g a r a n t s  avant la violation du 

terri to ire?^^^ 

Having adopted an independent path, civil authorities sought to 

avoid close military association with France that t h e y  believed 

would be ill received in Germany. 

Although the termination of official. military cooperation came 

rather abruptly, during the previous sixteen years Franco- 

Belgian staff talks had been scant at best. No source available 

for this study quantified the number of inter-staff meetings, 

but it appears that there was very little interactionon AS 

late as 1934, Colonel BuchetRs article emphasized the need for 

joint planning and for army Banoeuvres in Belgium. He observed 

that Cg [Plour que des troupes soient pr&tes, en cas de confli t, 

d ocaper et B defendre une organisation fortifige, les cadres 

et m&e les homes doivent connaitre I6endroit ou il faudra 

tenif,  savoir ce tprils auraient fa ire . f f"  Buchet goes on to 

%eift states: "Given Belgium's vital, importance for French -- mailieary piafifring, it wmi?? have been natural. for the French 
General Staff to undertake elaborate arrangements with its Belgian 

~ L I I I  a 4 1 L t = L t =  5s 30 evidence t%at it ever did so, at l e a s t  
mfr until 1936. KeiPt, os- cite, p.8- 



lament the fact that French and ~ritish planning for Belgium was 

limited to map exercises. 

Although Franco-Belgian cooperation was manifestly limited, the 

end of that cooperation in 1936 was a blow to French plans in 

the north and should have had some effect. A noted historian, 

Jeffery Gunsburg, asserts: 

,.,the Befgian denunciation of the Military Accord 
knocked the props out from under French strategy. 
France had always - unwisely and despite signs - 
counted on the use of Belgium as a springboard for a 
response to Geman action. The loss of Belgium was not 
only a disaster for France in 1936, it disrupted the 
foundations of French strategy against Germany and 
ultimately played a major role in the collapse of the 
west in 1940.~' 

Unfortunately, the French General Staff did not react to the new 

diplomatie reality confronting them and held onto their plans 

for the advance into Belgium, For a short time, the French 

reduced the extent of the advance according to Plan E, in 

reeognition=of B e l g i a ~  neutrality. Ultimately, however, Gamelin 

decided on the ambitisas advance of Plan D that foresaw the 

~ovement of French troops to the Dyle River and the Albert 

Canal, 

Ga~elin interpreted limited information exchanges hetween the 

French and Belgian staffs in I937 and 1938 as indicative of t he  

Weffery Gunsburg, Divided and Conauered: The French Hish 
, (West Port, Conn. : 

Greenwoad Press, 1979), p.30, 



occasionels ont faissg subsister un grave malentendu: le general 

G a m e f i n  p n s a i t  qe, si fa Bef giqur f a i s a i t  amel a l 'assistance 

de _fa France, l e s  anciens accords militaires francla-fielgesr 

ant&-ieurs B 1936, reprendraien t immgdiatement et 

automatiquement toute leur valeur.. .Aucun effort n'a Bt& fait 

pour dissiper ces incertitudes, w75 Nevertheless, even if the 

French believed that the Belgians would rally around their 

standards, that cooperation would certainly only materialise 

once a crisis was afoot- Until. that point, French planning 

remained necessarily vague,76 

Throughout the entire interwar period Belgium's military 

relations with France were wrought with conditions and 

limitations. Domestic political and cuftural rivalries, 

enhanced by an arrogant France and an uncommitted Britain, 

forced Belgium's government to tread gently in her relations 

with nations progressively sliding towards war. In reference to 

the ~ranco-~elgian Hilitary Accord of 1920, Helmreich observes 

sE.,,that by 1931 even Paul Hymans regretted the conclusion of 

this agreement which brought the inconveniences of an alliance 

but few of the benefits.~~ Belgium had found little comfort in 

collective security and, in 1936, opted for an independent 

policy. 



Belgium's s ta tus  as a hesitant  partner of France was apparent i n  

the E928 Accard negotiations, in her enthusiasm for the Locarno 

pact of 1925, in Hymansf diplomatic manoeuvres of 1931 to 1933, 

and finally i n  the actions of Spaak, van Zeeland, and King 

Leapold 1x1 i n  1936. Nevert'nefess, t h e  French High Cumand was 

reso lute  and consistent in t h e i r  intention to advance into 

B e P g i m  to establish a defensive line. Believing that the 

Belgian mansen-me was a stwakegic necessi~, "LXe French aade no 

fundamental changes to t h e i r  planning when Belgium withdrew from 

cooperation with France in 1936- 

Whether it was w i t h  Belgian cooperation or not ,  the need for 

mobility was one certitude i n  the French intention to advance 

into Belgium. Achieving a defensive l i n e  prior to contact with 

the enemy was deened critical. Ln t h e  doctrinal  instructions of 

1936 it was emphasized that the  French Army was '% ,, .B W i t e r  les 

batailres de r e n c o n t r e ,  en particulier au debut d'une guerre ou 

$1 importait de nfengager  . les jeunes troupes que 

~ 9 t h o d i q u e m e n t .  . . avec 1 es appuis d e  feux necessaires . w78 

Having adopted a defensive concept of w a r ,  the French Army was 

unprepared for mobility and the p o s s i b i l i t y  of fighting a bzittle 

of movement in BeZgium. The German invasion of 1940, and the 

French rfssponre i n  Belgiumr showed that  France's = m y  wzs not  

capable oE mobile w a r f a r e .  However, the limits of French army 

%ugene Carrias, La wnsee mifitaf re francaise, (Paris: 
Presses Universitaires de France, 1960), p.332, 



doctrine w e r e  evident long before the debacle of 1940 and become 

even more apparent when put i n t o  t h e  framework of the Belgian 

manoeuvre, 



Chapter Three: French Army Doctrine and the ~elgian Manoeuvre 

Throughout the interwar period, French planning for the north 

required their armies to achieve strategic, operational, and 

tactical mobility. By 1930, the strategic duality of the static 

Maginot Line versus the Belgian manoeuvre was mirrored in the 

tactical requirements of fortified defense versus mobility. 

Unfortunately, as the overall strategy of France became 

progressively defensive, so too did her tactical doctrine. The 

growing emphasis on defense undermined the cause of mobility in 

French tactics, training, and arms procurement. This was 

detrimental to the advance into Belgium and the French Army's 

ability to quickly react to the unforseen elements of a German 

offensive. Concurrent with this tactical stagnation was the 

erosion of Franco-Belgian cooperation, and thus the likelihood 

of easily establishing a joint defensive line in Belgium as 

envisaged in French strategy. Nevertheless, from 1930 to the 

war, the plans for the advance into Belgium remained 

fundamentally unchanged. The French intention of fighting on a 

prepared battlefield was unassured by the Belgian manoeuvre and 

put at risk the French Army that was primarily trained for 

methodical battles of defence. This chapter will examine the 

French Army's inter-war tacticai- doctrine in order to 

demonstrate that it w a s  inconsistent with the demands of French 

strategic planning for the north, 

Although changing strategic realities encouraged the adoption of 

71 



a defensive tactical doctrine, it was the experiences of the 

Great War that formed a foundation of experience that wielded 

the most influence on the French Army. Parallel to the 

strategic notions of total war and the siege-like procedure of 

the methodical battle, came the tactical preference for defense 

over costly offense, The transition from the e l a n  of the r e d  

trousered French soldiers of 1914 to the adoption of static 

trench works and artillery bombardments was influential on 

French military thought after the war. The conventions of 

trench warfare became even more pervasive with the Allied 

victory in f918, that seemed to overshadow the significance of 

the German and Allied offensive successes of the same year.' In 

1936, a Lieutenant Colonel Lanqon supported the lessons of the 

Great War, stating that i i [ L ] a  v i c t o i r e  du 15 j u i l l e t  (2928), qui 

a sanc t ionng  g lor i eusemen t  e n  f i n  d e  guerre ,  l a  valeur d e  nos 

proc&d&s d g f e n s i f s ,  l es  f a i s a i t  s o r t i r  grand i s  de 1 '6preuve;  il 

t 5 t a i t  donc t o u t  n a t u r e 1  de  c o n t i n u e r ,  l a  tournamente passe, a 

l e u r  accorder  t o u t e  notre ~ o n f i a n c e . " ~  Charles de Gaulle, the 

enthusiastic proponent of a professional mechanised army, was 

less impressed by the influence of the Great War. He considered 

the past experience as detrimental to the development of a 

progressive army doctrine and strategy. Particularly worrisoms 

%be& Doughty, The Seeds of Disaster: The Deveforsrnent of 
French A m y  Doctrine, 1919-39, [Hamden, Conn. : Archon Books, 1988 3 , 
pp.85-86. 

'lit, Co1, Lan~on, "La d k f e n s i v e  devan t  l a  m6can i sa t ion ,  ,Revue 
militaire f r a n ~ a i s e  62 (Oct-Dec 1936) : p,  37, 



for de Gaulle was the influence of the Great War experience on 

the training of the officer corps, He observed that "[Tlhe 

military caste, which has absorbed some terrible lessons, seems 

to have the tendency to give its chosen leaders the training 

designed for action in circumstances similar to those through 

which it has just passedaw3 The influence of the Great Warfs 

veteran commanders was assured through the codification of their 

war experience in the statement of army doctrine titled, 

Instruction provisoire sur 2 'ernploi t a c t i q u e  d e s  qrandes unit& 

The Instructions of 1921 took on the status of the army's 

Cbible' and saw little revision throughout the interwar periodas 

In 1936 a new version of the Instructions was issued but it was 

more a reiteration than a revision of the established d~ctrine.~ 

3~harles de Gaulle, The Armv of the Future, (London: 
Hutchison, 1940), p.149. 

4~inistere de la Guerre, Etat-Major de lfArm6e, Instruction 
provisoire-qur 1 ' e m p l o i  t a c t l ~ w  des grandes unit&, (Paris: 
Imprimerie Nationale, 1921). Hereafter referred to as the 
Jnstruct ions, 

'~udith Hughs, To the Hasinot L i m ,  (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard 
University Press, 1977), p.70. Also see Doughty, Seeds a2 
Disaster, o ~ -  cit-, p.9, 

6Paul Reynaud cites a report submitted by the committee in 
charge of creating the 1936 Instructions which states that t s ' ,  _ . the 
body sf dockrine, objectively laid dour! on the morrow of victory by 
the eminent military leaders who had just exercised high command 
aught to remain the charter for the tactical employment of our 
large units.'" Paul Reynaud, In the Thick of the Fisht, (New York: 
Simon and Sehuster, 19551, pp, 158-159, Also see Doughty, Seeds of 
Disaster, o?.cit., p.11. 



An American Army observer assigned to the French Army from 1935 

to 1937, infantry Kajor R. Smith, characterised the French 

d~ctrine as ~conservative3* and opposed to progressive ideas 

concerning technological advances in aviation and 

mechanisation.' 

The 1921 ~nstructions was created by a committee of thirteen 

individuals of various rank, headed by Marshal Petain .  The 

influence of Pgtain was substantial, but the commonality of war 

experience amongst the committee members supported consensus and 

deference to the revered saviour of ~erdun. "6tain was shocked 

at the casualties sustained in the attaque 2 ouirsance during the 

Great War.9 Instead of wasring lives in impetuous attacks, 

PQtain sought to weaken the enemy by employing larger quantities 

of war materiel, especially artillery, in support of the foot 

soldiers. The eiilphasis on firepower is evident throughout the 

~nstructions, and was consistent with the concept of the 

fmethodical battle' that envisaged the destruction of an enemy's 

attack through the concentration of defensive fire, 

Both in attack and defence, the effective use of fire power was 

'~ajor R. Smith, French Tactical Doctrine, Orczanization, and 
Eaterid, (United States Army, 1937), p-14, 

'~onald Harvey, "French Concepts of Hilitary Strategy (1919- 
2939) ," (Columbia University PhD dissertation, 1953) , pp, 4-5 ,  Also 
see Alistair Rorne, To Lose a Battle, (Boston: Little, Brown, 
1969f,  p.22. 



viewed as essential to the success of an operation. The 

introductory section of the Instructions had a separate heading 

for the /Puissance du feu' w h i c h  it immediately defined as 

ei.rasanteF.'hccording to one officer, w [ O ] n  ne manoeuvre pas 

sous le f e u ;  cfest une verit6 v i e i l l e  come le feu l~i -merne .~~"  

T h i s  attitude towards the effect of firepower permeated through 

all aspects of French tactical thought and stifled concepts of 

mobility, In 1937, B ,  H. Liddell Hart observed this weakness in 

French doctrine and wrote that the French focus on firepower 

*#. . a seemed to ignore the truth that fire is a means to movement, 
and that the effect is lost unless it can be followed up 

quickly. 

Artillery was deemed the It '..,par excellence lfarme du feut113 

and, as in the Great War, became the vital support arm for all 

operations of the army. In its supportive role, the artillery 

had to move in conjunction with the formations to which it was 

attached, The Instructions were emphatic, stating that "[A]u 

combat, la coc@ratio~ gtroite et constante de lrartilferie avec 

'kol, Didelet, "La per1 e &e inovsment, " Revzle  miritaire 
fb-ancaise 57 (Jul-Sep 2935) :p, 11. Another officer stated that 
m , , , c t e s t  le f e u  qui f a i t  l a  valeur dfune position defensive: le 

)3 feu qGi arrece, n LO1f ~ ~ ~ t h ,  Q r F  ~t r 11?1~11~trrk * C--c- diir?~ lii y%*ei~e d e  

denrain, Revue dfinfanterie 79 f3ul-Dec 1931) :p. 1028. 

"B. H I  Liddell Hart, "The Armies of Europe," Foreiqn Affairs 
XV (No. 2, January 1937):~.240- 



1 'infaneerie s finpose de facon absolue. "I4 Commentary in 

military journals repeatedly echoed the need for artillery 

support.'' In practice, however, the advance of the infantry 

and cavalry was slowed to ensure the support of artillery.16 

This problem was exacerbated by the fact that as late as 1940 

most of the French artillery, including anti-tank guns, was 

still horse drawn. '' 

Although firepower was considered decisive, the infantry was the 

'queen of battles'" and was the first arm of the military 

discussed the Instructions: 

L'infanterie es t  chargee de la mission principle au 
combat. 
Pr&&dge, protggge et accompagnke par l e s  feux de 
1 'artif 1 erie ,  aidge eventuell ement par 1 es chars de 
combat et lfaviation, elle conquiert le terrain, 
I 'occupe, I 'organise et l e  conserve . I g  

 he Revue dfartillerie predictably contains countless 
articles in support of the decisive role of 2rtillery. Although 
its importance is not questioned, improvements in mobility and 
mechanisation are discussed. For example, see the articles of Maj. 
Buckralet, "Organisation d'rzn systeme dfartilIerie," Revue 
d8arti11erie 96 (JuL-Dee 1925) :pp. 97-130, 252-277 and "t'emploi 
dfartillerie dans 1 'offensive, g B R ~ v u e  d artillerie 98 (Jul-Dec 
1926):pp*140-174. Articles discussing more general themes also 
eanphasize artillery3s importance, such as Didelet, op. cite. 

- 

%oughty, Seeds of Disaster, op. cit,, p.104. 

''Rench Army transport is discussed later in the chapter, 

" ~ o b e r t  Young, lNP~repration for Defeat: French War Doctrine in 
the Interwar Period,m Journal of European studies 2 (June 1972): 
p. 160, 



The primacy of the foot soldier was historically viable, but to 

relegate all other arms to its support was ta undermine the 

potential of more mobile offensive weapons such as the tank. The 

emphasis on infantry in the Instructions was not surprising 

considering the composition of the 1921 committee. Of the six 

contributing divisional commanders four were infantry and two 

were cavalry. 20 There were no tank commanders and only one 

spokesman for airpower. It was clear that continuity with the 

past assured the primacy of infantry and took precedence over 

progressive conceptualisations of the future. 

Of the three basic arms - infantry, artillery, and cavalry - the 
cavalry held the most promise for developing into a mobile 

amoured force, By the mid-Nineteenth Century the cavalry had 

lost its place on the battlefield due to the advances in 

firepower. Although French cuirassier regiments still existed 

in 1914, they were anachronistic, and quickly cavalry was more 

usefully employed for the purposes of reconnaissance and local 

cotrverture rather than for battlefield charges. After the war, 

the Instructions codified that role, stating that " [ L ] a  

cavalerie r e n e i g n ,  couvre,  combat en l iason a v e c  l e s  autres 

armes."" Although technology had rendered the horsed combatant 

obsolete, it had also provided the cavalry with a new mount; the 

armoured fighting vehicle, 

m~nstructions, op. cit . , p. 15. 

Z % ~ s t r u c t i o n s ,  OR. tit., p.27. 



Armoured cars and tanks gave the cavalry some o f  the potential 

of fshockr that it had lost. In the Great War and in the 1920s 

these vehicles were still slow moving, technofogically crude, 

and typically used for infantry support. A s  armoured vehicles 

became more mobile, due to development in the 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  their use 

by the cavalry became increasingly viable. With the new 

technology, cavalry officers perceived their scale of action as 

widening," Nevertheless, doctrinal parameters proved to be a 

barrier to the resurgence of the cavalry as a potent fighting 

force and kept them limited to the role delineated in the 

Instructions. 

Some of the most progressive conceptualisa~ions of mobile 

warfare originated from the ranks of the cavalry. But, despite 

their interest in mobility and armoured vehicles, cavalry 

officers found it difficult to break with their assigned role of 

reconnaissance and security. Articles in the Revue de cavalerie 

reinf oreed the Instructions and failed to address adequately the 

potential of independant armoured cavalry formations. A 

consistent theme of some promise was the argument that the 

strength of cavalry contingents had to be increased to perform 

their mission cf reconnaissance and couverture. Comparing arl 

infantry divisi~n to a blind man, Major Picot argued that the  

cavalry element in the division had to be reinforced to enhance 

%effrey Clarke, Wilitary technology in Republican France: 
The Evolution of the French Armoured Force, 1917-F340,11 
[Unpublished PhD dissertation, Duke University, 1968), p.110, 



their capabilities and their own survival .23 This view was 

supported by a Hajor Mariot, but again the focus was on the 

limited rcle stipulated in the Instructions. 24 To increase the 

strength of cavalry formations may well have been conducive to 

enhancing the army's overall mobility. However, since the 

cavalry were committed to infantry support, the potential of 

mobility was lost, as was its application to the Belgian 

Another factor that opposed the independant action of cavalry 

was the French att i tude  towards armoured vehicles. In his 

article discussing cavalry reconnaissance units, a Colonel 

Pichon commented on the *'. . . f a i b l e s s e  d e  I 'engin motorisiSm , as 

he observed in army manoeuvres in 1931.~~ Due to a tank crew's 

Limited scope of vision, especially in close terrain, armoured 

vehicles were deemed vulnerable to enemy infantry armed with 

anti-tank weapons. Pichonrs criticism was not limited to light 

reconnaissance vehicles, but included tanks as well, He noted 

that n[#J&me fes chars, l e s  mais chars, p i  ni les  b a l l e s  ni 

les obus de 37 n'entament, peuvent succomber s r i l s  son t  a t taqubs  

B tr&s cour t e  d i s t a n c e ,  so i t  par le bombe, soit pai- l a  

%aj, Geolrges Picot, "Reflexions  sur l e  role  t a c t i q u e  de  l a  
couverttrre, * R e w e  de c a v a l e r i e  4 2  (Mar-Apr 1 9 3 2 )  :pp, 177-185, 

aj. Hariot, graupe de  reconnaissance d i v i s i o n a i r e  dans 
Ja marche dtapproche e t  l a  prise de c~ntact," Revue de cavalerie 
46  (Jul-Aug 1932):pp.459-483. 

Pichon, "Les groqtles de reconnaissance aux manoeuvres de 
1931,- Revue de cavalerie 42 (Jan-Dec 1932):p.72. 



dgstruction des cheni l les ,  s o i t  pax le feu, bombes incend iares  

The French A m y ' s  attitude towards the tank reflects the limited 

importance they placed on mobility and how that mobility could 

be achieved- As the tank was becoming the prominent Land weapon 

during the 1930s, it is appropriate to consider the French 

concept of amoured warfare. 

The Instructions was clear as to the limited role it envisaged 

for the tank, Defined by the cumbersome vehicles of the Great 

W a r ,  the tank was restricted to supporting the infantry. In 

fact, the Instructions stripped the tank of its independence by 

declaring that "[L-]es chars de combat constituent une 

subdivision de f 'axme d e  I ' inf  antrie . Tank formations were 

further tied to the infantry, when, in 1920, the separate armour 

command of the Great War was abolished." 

Ironically, the French were hindered by their avant garde 

innovations in tank development durtng the war, France was 

=~obert Doughty, V h e  Enigma of French Armored Doctrine 1940, I* 

Armor 83 fSept-act 1974):p-39, 



quick to 

mass@. 29 

follow Britain in developing the tank for use en 

Unfortunately, the massive inventory of vehicles 

available zfter the war influenced the parameters of action for 

French tank formations in the future. Numbering 3000, the small 

Renault FT was the most influential ~el-iicle.~ Liddell Hart 

tormented on the preponderance of those Great War veterans in 

French tank battalions during the 1920s and early 1930s. He 

observed, that they were w...slow  machine^...^ which had "... a 
very limited capacity for crossing obstacles to achieve their 

purpose. w ~ '  With its light armour, weak ermament, a range 

limited to 30 miles, and a top road speed of 5 miles per hour, 

the FT was indeed restricted to infantry support. Unfortunately 

this conception of tank usage stuck for all tanks even when new 

designs entered service in the 1930s.~~ 

French armour doctrine was not, however, as stagnant as it may 

appear. Many French officers considered the potential of the 

tank and armoured formations with some imagination. Arguing in 

%?he efforts of Colonel Estienne during the Great War are 
noted by Doughty: 'He conceived the idea of an armored fighting 
vehicle during World War Z, played the most important role in 
convincing the High Command to construct tanks, and was the 
commander of the French armored forces at the end of the war.*' 
Doughty, "The Enigma of French Armored Doctrine 1940, qs OD. cit., 
p.39. 

34.h- 
L A Q L K ~ Z ,  08. cite p, 3 0 .  and Doughty, "The Enigma of French 

Armored Doctrine 1 9 4 0 P n  00. cite, p.39-40- 

 iddel dell Hart, op. cit., p.240, 

"The Enigma of French Armored Doctrine 1940,  " 
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favour of a new doctrine emphasizing manoeuvre, Colonel Didelet 

discussed the use of the tank for leading an attack rather than 

just supporting the infantry. 33 A Lt. Colonel Lan~on 

enthusiastically postulated that the tank had eclipsed its role 

as sirnply a support arm and that it had become 'I. . . un engin 
strat6gique susceptible de zenover fa manoe~vre...~*~~ To be 

employed in a more mobile offensive role, the French developed 

heavier tanks, referred to as chars de manoeuvre ensemble, and 

organised them into independent battali~ns.~~ These tank 

battalions would subsequently be grouped into larger formations 

to suit a particular operation in support of a division, corps, 

or army group. 

Nevertheless, eventhose who were in favour of armoured mobility 

concurred with the prevailing view that tanks were vulnerable if 

employed independent3y and concentrated. Of principal concern 

was the effectiveness of the anti-tank gun, It was observed 

that, .nos chars t r o u v e m n t  en face dJeux des e n g i n s  

antichars . . , , dans fa &me m~sure que nos attaques d 'aot i t  1 9 2 4  

ant trouve devant elles des mitrailleuses ~rdinaires."~~ Massed 

33~idelet, op, eit., p.24. 

%uchalet, "Organisation dfun systgme d'artillerie, " op. cit. , 
p. roo. 



formations of vehicles were deemed even more vulnerable, adding 

to the threat of anti-tank weapons the effects of artillery and 

air attack. '' Tank vulnerability thus limited their tactical 

and ~~erational parameters of action. Even their expanded 

function in leading attacks was only an extension of their 

infantry support role since the tanks were intended to open the 

way for the infantry that plodded behind them. 

French criticism of the tank was not ill founded. Tanks were - 
and continue to be - vulnerable if left unsupported by infantry 
and weapon systems such as artillery, anti-aircraft cannon, and 

aircraft. Instead of creating large, combined mechanised 

formations, the French solution was to keep the tanks in the 

proximity to those other arms. This employment was consistent 

with the French belief in the 'methodical battlef and the 

superiority of defensive fire power that they believed would 

negate manoeuvre on the battlefield.38 In this concept, the 

tank would bolster the defence in an anti-tank role and, once 

the enemy had been shattered through firepower, the tank would 

support a methodical attack. 

The most prominent voice in opposition to the accepted use of 

armour was that of Charles de Gaulle who drew comment for his 

"~oughty, "The Enigma of French Armoured Doctrine 1940," 
eit p.44. C I  



views from the highest political and military leadership. In 

1933, de Gaulle - then a Colonel - wrote a book entitled Vers 
Ifarm8e de In it, he presented his concept of a 

small, fully mechanised army, prepared, at a moments notice, to 

engage in both offensive actions or pre-emptive attacks against 

an aggressor. He was impressed by the capabilities of the 

modern tank, as can be seen by the following excerpt: 

Modern tanks each hold from three to fifteen men, who 
cannot be reached behind their armour by anything less 
than direct hits by large or medium shells, and they 
career about the battlefield at a surprising speed, 
firing in all directions. Their crews are protected 
from gas in their hermetically sealed block-houses, 
they can conceal their movements behind smoke-screens 
and they are in touch by wireless with the rear, with 
other tanks in their neighbourhood and with aircraft; 
they are indeed the aristocrats of war, freed from the 
fetters which shackle the infantry.40 

De Gaulle envisaged six divisions as the core of his army. Each 

of his conceptual divisions was composed of a heavy armoured 

brigade of tanks, a motorised infantry brigade, an artillery 

brigade, and all the support units of logistics and engineering 

that would allow the formation to act independently.41 

Generally, de Gaulfefs vision of an armoured division and the 

value of the tank were sound and progressive. 42 Nevertheless, 

39~he english transla-tion is inaccurately titled, The Army of 
kkre Future, - 

'%e Gaulle, ap, cit., p.58. 

%e Gaulle, 00, tit-, p-88-89. 

4Z~e Gaulle failed to recognise the full potential of airpower 
in its ground attack role, The Colonel emphasized the important, 
but limited function of reconnaissance fcr aircraft. De Gaulle, 
OD. tit., p.550, 



his views were vigcrously opposed. 

As the title of his book suggested, de Gaulle made the error of 

connecting his views on mechanised warfare to the establishment 

of a professional army, He was disdainful of the conscript army 

to which republican France had committed itself.43 To man the  

complex machines of war, de Gaulle required 'war technicianst 

which could not be provided by the progressively reduced service 

time of conscripts. Only the rigorous training and esprit de 

corps of permanently established professional units would render 

his 190,000 man army effective, A professional army was, 

however, unacceptable to both French politicians and the High 

Command. 

A professional army was inconsistent with the role most French 

politicians envisaged for the military. De Gaullets emphasis on 

mobility and armour seemed more appropriate for military 

adventxrism than for ensuring. the inviolability of French 

The politicai left w a s  particularly concerned, as it 

considered the professional army a conservative or reactionary 

institution opposed to the republican notion of a 'nation in 

"~oughty , "De Gaulle s Concept of a Mobile, Professional Army: 
Genesis of French Defeat?," Parameters: The Journal of the US Armv 
War CoLleqe 4 f1974):p,29, 



armsf . 46 Indeed, a professional army was likened to a 

"nraetorian .. guardw ," 

The High Commandrs rejection of de Gaullefs proposal was as 

vehement as that of the politicians. The four generals who held 

the positions of Vice President of the Superior Council for War 

andfor Chief of the General Staff between the wars - Piitain, 
Debeney, Weygand, and  ame el in - all H..,chese to reject that 

force on its own merits. it4g Like the politicians, the generals 

were committed to the nation in arms, but they perceived it in 

terms of its place in total war. Couverture and a defensive 

continuous front could not be created with a small mechanised 

force that was better suited for offensive action than the 

accepted commitment to the defence. Another argument against 

the creation of a professional elite was that it would split the 

army both from a material and a morale standpoint. It seemed 

likely that a professional force would attract all the best 

%on Blum, leader of the Socialists and of the Popular Front 
of 1936, stated that de Gaulle had "'combined two ideas, which in 
my opinion should not be associated in any degree: one was the 
strategic employment of large armoured units and the other was the 
return of the professional army. I was tempted by the first idea; 
I was a -resoluf-e adversary of ?he other. - Quoted from Doughty, 
We Ga~lle's..~,~ OD, cit,, p.29.  Also see Robert Young, 
wLEattaque brtzsquge and Its Use as Myth in Interwar France," 
Historical Reflections 8 ({I) 1981):p.169. 

n~tephen Ryan, Petain the Soldier, (Hew York: A.S. Barnes, 
1969) , p.232. 

"~oughty, IfDe Gaulle8s ..., sg OP. cit,, p.30. Added to his 
military assessment, Petain disliked de Gaulle, whom he called 
'turkey'. See Ryan, op, cit., p.233. 



equipment to the detriment of morale in conscript units.49 

Since tanks had been so closely linked to professionalism, 

French opposition to independant armoured formations became 

insurmountable. Nevertheless, the French were the first to 

create armoured divisions, Their use, however, was strictly in 

accordance with the supportive role delineated in the 

fnstructions. In 1935, at the behest of Commander in Chief 

Maxime Weygand, the first of three cavalry divisions was 

converted into a division fgggre m6canique (DM) - 5 0  With its 

strong complement of four tank battalions, armoured cars, and 

naechanised artillery and infantry, the DLM was a powerful mobile 

force. Unfortunately, the three D L M s  were designated cavalry 

formations and were thus restricted to reconnaissance and 

security duties for a corps or army groupa5' 

A heavier version of the DLM was created in 1940; the division 

cuirassge. Employing some of the most powerful vehicles in the 

"~oung, t sLfat tague brusquge. . . , OD. cit.. p. 100 and Doughty, 
We Ga~lle~s=..,~ op. cit., p.31. 

%~ouughty/~hhe Enigma Of French Armored Doctrine 1940, *t G- 
cit p., 41, A l s o  see Jef fery Gunsburg, Divided and Conquered: The ' f  

French H i s h  Command and the Defeat of the West, 1940, (West Port, 
Conn,: Greenwood Press, 1979); p-25 and Clarke, 09, cit., pp.108- 
309. 

"~lthough mechanisation and the DLM encouraged the cavalry to 
believe their role was widening, it precipitated N.,.conflict with 
the rest of the Army, the Provisional Instructions of Marshal 
Petain, and the whole concept of a nation in arms.** Clarke, 
tit-, p- 3-12. 



French arsenal - the B-1 Bis and the Hotchkiss H-39 - the three 
armoured divisions that were formed by the time of the German 

invasion were again limited to bolstering the infantry and 

required the correlative support of the artillery.5"hus, 

wnether it was a tank section accompanying an infantry battalion 

or an armoured division supporting an army, the basic function 

of amour remained restricted and lost to the cause of mobility. 

The French certainly had no intention of fighting a mobile 

armoured battle in Belgium. 

Notwithstanding their intended use of armour, the French were 

well aware of the important role mechanisation was to play in 

modern war. Much of the anxiety concerning an a t t aque  brusquee 

stemmed from the recognition of technological advances in 

motorisation that liberated enemy forces from concentrating at 

rail heads.53 Time and space had to be redefined by the 

military to compensate for the enhanced speed of a mechanised 

assault.54 Nevertheless, believing that defensive firepower 

could negate an enemyBs manoeuvrability, the armies of France 

contained little motor transport and continued to rely on the 

- "~oughty, - "The Enigma of French Armored Doctrine 1940, 
c i t  p.42- French tanks were qualitatively and quantitatively - I  

stperkor to those of Germany in the h t t l e  for France in 134C. A 
comparative assessment is presented by R.H.S. Stolfi, @'Equipment 
far Victory in France in I%W, History 55 (So. 183 Feb 1970) :pp, l- 
20.  

5 3 ~ n ~ ~ n r  wMotorisation at manoeuvre, OD. cit , , p. 50 

%nqon, atiulofzorisation et manoeuvre, or>. c i t  . , pp. 48-4 9. 



railway and the horse for strategic mobility, 

The issue of motorisation was frequently raised in military 

joizrnals. 1-1 1 9 2 5 ,  General Camon argued in favour of motor 

vehicles over horses, even considering the importance of leaving 

the animals for agricultural use in case of w a r . " 5  He later 

observed that the lack of motorised transport hindered the 

French ability to manoeuvre at the outset of a ~onfiict.'~ 

Similar concerns were expressed by a Lt. Colonel dlArras, who 

wrote in 1930 of the need to motorise the supply trains of 

cavalry  division^.'^ He observed that the cavalry's mobility 

was restricted by their logistical units during manoeuvres the 

previous year, Ensuring the support of artillery through 

greater mobility was a frequent topic of commentary. Didelet 

stated that . . 1 r t l l e r e  d o i t  se d g p l a c e r  tr2s 

r a p i d e m e n t  . . .pour 6tre p r g t e  5 appuyer  1 i n f a n t e r i e  3 n ' i m p o r t e  

quel  moment.w58 Da Gaulle too emphasized that "...the artillery 

must keep in close touch with the battle-echelon.fts9 

 en. Camon, ''La m o t o r i s a t i o n  d e  1 'arm&, Revue m i l  i tairg 
f r z n c a i s e  15  (Jan-Kar 1925)  :p .  2 9 9 .  

 e en. Camon, wMotorisation de 1 'armGe, " Revue d ' a r t i l l e r i e  96 
(Jul-Dec 1925):p.400. 

%t. Col, dfArras, "Manoeuvres d e  l a  d iv is ion d e  c a v a l e r i e  d e  
Lunevilie en 1929, " R e v u e  de cavalerie  40 (War-Apr 1930)  :p. 169. 

5 9 ~ e  Gaulle, OD. eit., p. 126. 



Despite an apparent interest in motorisation, doctrinal and 

strategic reliance on the defensive, with its concomitant 

financial co~mitment to the Maginot Line, precluded large 

expenditure on motorisation. Thus, in 1940 only seven of 

seventy French infantry divisions had been completely 

rnot~rised,~' The remainder of the infantry formations retained 

much of their animal drawn tran~port.~' Only twenty percent of 

the French artillery was motorised leaving approximately one 

hundred and sixty regiments animal drawn. 63 The anti-tank 

artillery was similarly bound to the limits of the rail system 

and the speed of the horse.& The requirement of mobility for 

the Belgian manoeuvre was clearly beyond the capabilities of the 

French Army. 

The f ack of motorisation and the doctrinal preference for 

defence certainly limited the mobility and flexibility of the 

French Army, but their system of command did much to exacerbate 

60Young, In Command of France, op. cit., p.62. 

&'R. H. Barry, OD. tit., p.96. 

6 2 ~ o s t  of the French infantry divisions relied primarily on 
horse and rail transport. Even the partially motorised 'Type 2 ;  
divisions had ail their support artillery horse-drawn, The 
thirteen fortress di.visions had no motorised "cramsport. Major 
Smith, op. tit-; p-9;  Horne, +OD. tit.; p,30,; and Major-General R e  
H. Barry, "Military Balance," History of the Second World War 4 
(Hay  1973) :p.96, 

"~oughty, Seeds of Disaster, op. cit., p.96. 

@ ~ o b e r t  Doughty, "French Antitank Doctrine, 1940: The 
Antidote that Failed," Hilitarv Review 56 (May 1976) :p.41 and p.43. 



that rigidity. To ensure the structured progression of the 

methodical battle the French emphasized the importance of 

consistently issuing and interpreting orders. The Instructions 

were primarily designed to facilitate that consistency, or 

rharmony , of comand. 65 To further avoid ambiguity, written 

orders were preferred to those transmitted by telephone or 

wireless.& The division was considered the basic formation of 

command within which all integral units had to act in concert. 

Brigadiers and lesser officers were afforded very little 

initiative. 67 One French officer commented on the " g r a n d  

risquew that a division courted if its brigades acted 

discordantly; he suggested that brigadiers be allowed initiative 

only for local combats.68 

In contrast to the accepted command style of the French Army, de 

Gaulle opined that the increased cadence of modern mechanised 

warfare woald necessitate the use of initiative by all levels of 

command.69 Indeed, according to de Gaulle, the mathematician 

general of 1918, alienated from the battlefield so as to ensure 

65~nstructions, OD. cit. , g, 47 and p. 135, 

%mith, OD. cit., p.8. 

67~ajor Smith observed that, 'I[S]ince all their operations 
contemplate th& use of large forces, there is less opportunity f o r  
im3ependent action by lower unit commanders." Smith, op. cit., -a. 

p.15. 

@ ~ a j ,  Keime, "La cavaler ie  moderne ,"  R e v u e  d e  cavalerie 4 0  
(Mar-Apr 1930) :p.212. 

6 9 ~ e  Gaulle, OD. cit., pp.141-149. 



the careful coordination of men and materiel, was inappropriate 

for armoured warfare that required a visible commander capable 

of reacting to rapidly changing circumstances. De Gaullers 

views on command, linked as they were to his armoured concepts, 

were similarly dismissed by the High Command. Like the 

Instructions that were born from the experiences of the Great 

War, the French officer corps and their systems grew from that 

body of doctrine from which they were trained. 

The Ecole Supgrieure de Guerxe was the staff college of the 

French Army. Although its professors were mostly civilians, all 

military courses of a technical nature were instructed by high 

ranking officers carrying with them their war e~perience.~' The 

curriculum of the Ecole was designed to prepare the officer for 

the practical aspects of command based most frequently on the 

methods proven in the Great There was little time or 

toleration for imaginative views. De Gaulle stated that " ( A ]  

great deal of labour aims at training every man to play his part 

in a centralized system and to conform to rigid rules, the whole 

thing codified in accordance with the model of the events of 

19 18 - l v R  

The commentary by a Captain Jean Chretien supports the 



assessment of the Ecole as being a conservative institution, 

concerned with teaching the command techniques established by 

the Great War and the I~structions. Chretien fought in the 

Great War, attended the Ecole in 1923, and  was assigned to the 

general staff in 1937. He summarised the instruction at the 

Ecole in terms of $jrrigouretzse orthod~xie"' and observed that 

"', . , hgrgtique gtait cef ui qui se permettait d 'avois une opinion 
per~onnelle*~~'~ Chretien observed the rnediocracy of an officer 

corps in which dissenting v iews  were unacceptable. H e  states: 

Le rgsultat de ce systeme fut que tous ceux que nous 
appelions les 'beni oui ouiff individus sans 
personalit6 ni caractGre, classes dans le premier 
tiers, choisirent fes places de lf6tat: major g&ni.ral 
of2 la guerre fes surp-it, en tant que chefs de bureaux 
scl&roses dans les fornules dont il s etaient incapables 
de sr&ader. 75 

Since the officers being trained i n  the 1920s held h i g h  r a n k i n g  

positions in the 1930s, tho significance of the Ecolefs rigid 

instruction becomes evident. 

Manoeuvre and mobility did not feature strongly i n  Chretienfs 

picture of the Ecole, and  he concluded that "f[L]rArm6e 

franqaise 6tait totafement incapable de mener une action 

offensive,fw75 While his assessment may have been accurate, 

"The experiences of Chretien are recounted in the book by 
Pierre Ordioni, Le puuvoir militaire en France, (Paris: Albatros 
1992.) p PP* 348-252 - 

%rdioni, OD, cit- , p,  350. 

"~rdioni, OD. cit- , pp. 350-351. 



French officers still held the offensive in high regard and it 

was the first form of operation discussed in every section of 

the Instructions. Despite the decisive qualities of the 

offensive, in the methodical battle the defence was the first 

priority which occupied the minds of officers and the training 

of conscripts. 

As the service time of French conscripts shrank, greater 

emphasis was placed on training defensive techniques. During 

the period of one year service (1928-1935), eighty percent of 

French conscripts spent up to six months in the frontier 

fortifications. 77 This was necessary to ensure initial 

couverture, but it die little to prepare the soldiers for the 

mobility and the encounter batt25s that they were potentially to 

experience in Belgium." 

Weapons procurement also favoured systems designed for the 

defence, Since weapons had to be stock-piled to arm the lev&e 

en masse, less sophisticated weapons were preferred to expensive 

arms of greater complexity, 79 Hence, the anti-tank gun was 

preferred to the tank because it was easier to operate, was less 

expensivz, and was slower tc become obsolete. The best example 

T3- - -rYoung, "Preparations for Defeat, op, cit . , p,  158. 

7R- --uoughty notes -at after 1930 the offensive was not 
emphasized at all in French strategic and tactical preparations. 
Doughty, Seeds of Disaster, op, cit., p.33. 

m~sughty, Seeds of Disaster, OD. cite, p.26.  



of the French attitude towards purchasing defensive systems to 

avoid obsolescence was the Maginot Line.'O Its concrete 

fortifications were considered less vulnerable to technological 

developments and were a solid foundation on which to deploy the 

defensive weaponry of conscripts. Again, the issue of 

prepzring for mobile warfare in the north was not supported by 

the prevailing defensive attitudes. 

The French High Command was concerned about the prospect of 

engaging in an encounter battle in Belgium, an eventuality made 

more likely by the intransigent and then neutral stance adopted 

by ~elgium in the 1930s. Despite its likelihood , the French 

were determined to avoid encounter battles ". , ,as much as 

possiblew, as noted by US observer Smith." Moreover, the 

Instructions never directly addressed the issue of encounter 

battles. A French officer commented on this lacunae in the 

~nstructions and observed that, by contrast, the German Army 

regulations dedicated an entire chapter to the subject of 

encounters. 8' Amongst the French staff, the prevailling 

BOw~rSce au bCton, on crrit un moment q u ' i l  B t a i t  possible dc 
fabricper moins dFarmes; de plus, son usure & t a i t  jugge nettemerrt 
plus l e n t e  que c e f f e  des pisees ngcaniques dfun cancm, dFun char  or-, 
d r ~ n  avian dont I g6vol~tim constante des t e c h n i q u e s  exigea i t lc 
renorrvellenent incessant:." Robert Frankenstein, Le Prix du 
rgarmement francais, 2935-1939, (Paris: Publications de la 
SorSonne, 1982), pp.47-48. 

82~uchalet, wLFempfoi d rartillerie d a m  1 'offensive, op. ci t  . , 
p. 148, Buchalet concludes his article with the following 
comparison of the concepts of mobile warfare of France and Germany: 



assumption was that an attack compelled a defensive reaction. 

The -r--twt,, A r t a L r  u b t i ~ i l ~  w e r e  c lear ,  stating +"-+ u i a ~  " Lb]  " 'assail1 artt, par 

son a p p c h e ,  oblige ennemi.. .2 se couvrir par des 

retrandeme~ts rapides qu'il ameliore progressivement et B 

a j u s t e r  ses feux dzinfanterie et d 'artillerie. l tg3  Thus, instead 

of preparing their forces for the possibility of a mobile clash, 

the French sought to prepare a battlefield for a defensive 

action that wculd theoretically destroy the attacker. Only then 

would the French continue their own advance. Hence, the French 

vision of a war of movement was methodical, calculated, and 

aimed at negating manoeuvre, not encouraging it. 

The French ArmyCs tactical and operational doctrine seemed 

appropriate for the strategic aims of France. Along the eastern 

frontier the ~ a g i n o t  Line presented a strong fortified front 

that the French conscript army could man with the confidence of 

having been trained in defensive t~chniques. In the north, the 

French plan to advance into Belgium to establish a defensive 

line was consistent with their overall strategy and tactical 

doctrine but left many questions unanswered. Unlike the Maginot 

Line, the Belgian manoeuvre first required mobility to establish 

**Hous avons vu que, de notre c6t6, l e s  pr6scriptions concernant la 
perre  de mouvement gtaient inspirges d'un esprit deZmEthode et de 
prudence, alors que chez nos adversaires elles 6taient marquges 
d'un caractere incontestabl o d 'audace et animges d 'un vif esprit 
d'offensive . Buchalet, "L 'emploi d 'artillerie dans 1 'offensive, 
op. eit., p.174. 

83~nstructions, op, cit. , p. 59. Also see Article 4, fsCas dfun 
ennemi en mouvementfl, p. 85. 



the continuous front. After 1930, numerous questions developed 

that became more worrisome as the decade unfolded. When would 

the French be allowed to cross the Belgian frontier? How long 

would the Belgian defences hold in order for the French to 

advance to their positions? Where would the German 

concentration be located? As these issues would not be resolved 

prior to the outbreak of a conflict, the requirements of 

mobility and flexibility were crucial for the French Army. 

Unfortunately, French tactical and operational doctrine, based 

on the examples of the Great War, was ill suited to contend with 

the variables of the Belgian manoeuvre. French attitudes 

towards firepower, armoured warfare, mobility, command control, 

and training favoured the methodical battle and its preliminary 

defence. Whereas the Maginot Line assured such a battle, the 

Belgian manoeuvre did not. In planning the advance into 

~elgium, the French command gambled that they could establish 

the prepared battlefield on which the German invasion would be 

destroyed. In 1940, the Wehrmacht was not so obliging to the 

French who were incapable of adjusting their battle plans to 

suit the new realities of modern war and blitzkrieg. 



Conclusion 

During the Phoney War, the French Army looked over the frontier 

into Belgium in anticipation of their advance that had been 

planned ten years before and conceived of in the mid-1920s. 

Trained to fight a defensive battle, the A m y  was uncertain as 

to the nature of their positions and how long they would have in 

order to prepare P&tainfs fcontinuous frontf in Belgium. When 

compared to the established front of the Maginot Line, the 

uncertainties of the Belgian manoeuvre are as clear to the 

historian as "ey were to Commander in Chief Gamelin and his 

soldiers. Belgium had proven evasive from the start of their 

relationship in the Fraxo-Belgian Military Accord of 1920 and 

had ceased its military collaboration with France in 1936. 

Without the cooperation of Belgium, the French advance into her 

neighbour - Plan D - exacerbated the risks existent in the 
strategic duality of French planning in Europe. In his 

insightful work, The Six Weeks' War, Theodore Draper observed: 

The contradiction in Plan D was that, although it 
represented a defensive strategy, it was not a passive 
one. Although it provided for a /continuous front ' , 
it was a 'continuous front' far forward in the heart 
of Belgium. 
Thus Plan D was all things to all men: a defensive 
strategy and a war of movement. Unless the Franch Army 
was guaranteed the time necessary te establish itself 
solidly on the new line in Belgium, it was likely to 
be dragged into a war of movement in open country under 
unfamiliar conditions with untested allies.' 

While Draper's statements are valid, his discussion is primarily 

'~heodore Draper, The Six Weeks, war, (London: Methuen, 1946) , 
p.45. 
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limited to the imnediate prelude to the campaign of 1940. The 

problems that existed in French planriing were, however, apparent 

throughout the 1930s- 

This study has shown that the dangers of FranceJs dual strategy 

of fortifications and manoeuvre were evident long before the 

disastrous Geman invasion. The French preference strategically 

and tact.ically for the defence and the methodical battle 

contrasted with the difficulties associated with preparing for 

such a battle in Belgium. Why did the French High Command hold 

onto the Belgian manoeuvre despite the many diplomatic 

uncertainties and tactical risks? 

The conservatism of the French Army after the Great War is the 

fundamental reason for the rigorous adherence to the established 

$octrine and planning. Although political considerations 

influenced the size, composition, and mission of the Army, it 

was the High Command that translated that mission into specific 

plans. In regards to Belgium, it was solely the military who 

was adamant about the advance and who opposed the construction 

of the fortifications that politicians sought to have on the 

northern frontier. French Army planning for Belgium was a 

congruent interpretation of the strategic aims and the precepts 

of war from whence they came. The fact that they were becoming 

less politically tenable was an issue for diplomats to resolve, 

not generals. 



The structure, training, and experience of the High Command and 

the officer corps had much to do with their inability to amend 

significantly the Belgian manoeuvre to fit the changing 

strategic realities of the 1930s. Unlike the instability that 

characterised the governments of interwar France, the military 

hierarchy was remarkably stable. The two most important 

positions in the Army - vice-president of the Superior Council 

for War and Chief of the General Staff - were occupied by only 

five high ranking officers between 1920 and 193ga2 In the French 

case, stability in the military hierarchy did not lend itself to 

objective assessments of military planning. 

The influence of the Great War on French military doctrine and 

strategy was assured through its veterans who had been promoted 

to the highest positions in the Army between the wars. Alistair 

Horne describes the nature of the High Command: 

In the military corridors one runs into the same old 
faces one has encountered a generation earlier. 
Brigadiers are now army commanders or C-in-Cs; 
battalion commanders have divisions or corps; the 
captains of 1918 are now in command of brigades or 
divisions. But they have aged. Symbolically, here is 
Marshal Franchet d8Esperey, the virile hero of 1918, 
now aged eighty-three, in his wheelchair ... ; Gamelin, 
the heir to Jof fre, is sixty-eight ; Weygand, the shadow 

 he vice-presidency of the Superior Council for War was 
occupied by Marshal Peta ir ,  (1920-2931), General Weygand (1331- 
1935), and General Gamelin (1935 until the war). The position of 
the Chief of the General Staff was occupied by General Buat (1920- 
19231, General Debeney (1923-1930), General Weygand (1930-1931), 
and General Gamelin (1931 until the war). Robert Doughty, The 
Seeds of Disaster; The development of French Army Doctrine, 1919- 
1939, (Hamden Conn,: Archon Books, 1988); p.112. 



of Foch, seventy-three, 3 

These were nut men ready for f u ~ d a n e n t a l  changes, but men who 

wedded new technologies to the nethods derived from thcir 

experience in the Great War. Belief in the validity of t h a t  

experience precluded the adoption of radical concepts, such as 

those of de Gaulle, and reinforced the strategic premise of the 

Belgian manoeuvre: keeping warfare away from Prance and 

protecting the resources and industry of the north for the 

conduct of a protracted 'total war1. Belgian intransigence was 

outweighed by these strategic premises as illustrated by the 

determination of the French High Command to enter Belgium to 

establish a defensive front with or without Belgian cooperation. 

Thus, France planne6 to enact a strategic advance into Belgium 

in order to establish a defensive line in circumstances that 

were uncertain and diplomatically tenuous, While hoping that 

Germany would be drawn into this methodical battle of the past, 

in 1940 the French found themselves engaged in a mobile battle 

for which they were neither tactically trained or 

psychologically prepared. 

%listair Horne, To Lose a Battle, (Boston; Little, Brown, 
X%9), p. 123. 
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